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Abstract 
 

Causes and Consequences of Tree Growth, Injury, and Decay 
in Sierra Nevada Forest Ecosystems 

 
by 
 

 Stella Janet Melugin Cousins 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Environmental Science, Policy, and Management 
 

University of California, Berkeley 
 

Professor John J. Battles, Chair 
 
 

In the course of its long life, a tree confronts environmental conditions that range from natural 
variation in local weather or regional climate to large scale alteration of the earth’s atmosphere. 
Forest ecosystems are modified and potentially degraded by an array of anthropogenic 
enterprises, not the least of which is air pollution. Environmental change can alter ecosystem 
patterns and processes, particularly when effects accumulate over the long term or multiple 
factors interact. My dissertation research examines two key aspects of forest ecosystem 
dynamics in response to altered environmental conditions over the long term. First, I examine 
mortality, and in particular standing dead trees, one of the predominant physical consequences of 
forest ecosystem stress. This work quantifies the decay patterns of six common species of 
California’s mixed conifer forests, revealing the role of standing dead trees in forest carbon 
budgets. Next, my research examines influences on the growth and vitality of live trees in the 
southern Sierra Nevada, a forested region impacted by chronic ozone pollution. This work 
encompasses the regional patterns of ecosystem exposure to ozone pollution, long term 
monitoring of ozone-induced injury to ponderosa and Jeffrey pine trees (Pinus ponderosa and 
Pinus Jeffreyi), and a description of tree growth responses to pollution in light of their 
simultaneous responses to climate. 

Forest mortality is always an important part of ecosystem processes, but in recent years, elevated 
mortality rates have increased the relative abundance of dead trees in forests across the Western 
United States. Though the importance of woody debris to ecosystem processes is clear, the 
structural and biogeochemical contributions of standing dead trees remain largely unknown. The 
first chapter of my dissertation characterizes the decay patterns and carbon density of standing 
dead trees in Sierra Nevada mixed conifer forests, examining traits in six dominant species. I 
used a dimensional analysis to describe the patterns of wood density, carbon concentration, and 
net carbon density. As decay class advanced, trees showed a progressively lower density and a 
small increase in carbon concentration. Net carbon density of the most decayed standing dead 
trees was only 60% that of live trees. The key characteristics that determined these patterns were 
species, surface to volume ratio, and relative position within each tree. Decay while standing and 
estimation of deadwood biomass in large scale inventories also have repercussions in greenhouse 
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gas accounting. When the measured changes in carbon density were applied to standing dead 
carbon stock estimates for California mixed conifer forests, the decay-adjusted estimates were 
18% (3.66-3.74 teragrams) lower than estimates that did not incorporate change due to decay.  

In the second and third chapters, I focus on anthropogenic ozone pollution, a major stressor in 
southern Sierra Nevada forests. Ozone poses a risk to ecosystems worldwide because of its 
damaging effects on plant tissues and the carbon fixation they carry out. Ozone is a secondary 
pollutant formed by the reaction of nitrogen oxides and oxygen in the presence of sunlight and 
heat. Elevated tropospheric ozone has impacted parts of southern California, the San Joaquin 
Valley, and the southern Sierra Nevada for more than 40 years. This field-based research relies 
on data collected in Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks and on the Sierra National Forest.   

Chapter two investigates the connections between ozone exposure and injury to trees. The tools 
of this study were a long term air quality monitoring network across a regional gradient of ozone 
concentration and repeat measures of pollution injury in ponderosa and Jeffrey pines. I used 
these measures to quantify trends in ozone concentration, assess patterns in ozone-caused foliar 
injury, and understand tree demographic responses to ozone exposure. Since region-wide 
observations began in 1991, air quality has improved, but across much of the mixed conifer 
forest, ozone exposure is still high enough to cause permanent damage to ecosystems. Chlorotic 
mottle, the key symptom of pollution injury in ponderosa and Jeffrey pines, continues to provide 
evidence of physiological impacts to trees but has also incrementally declined in recent years. 
Because growth is a leading indicator of tree vitality and forest ecosystem condition, in this study 
I also remeasured tree diameters to determine the long term relative growth rates of individuals 
exposed to ozone pollution. Relative to asymptomatic trees, typical ozone-injured trees from the 
most polluted sites had growth reduced by up to 24%. Over the 20-year study survival of 
damaged trees was lowest at high pollution levels, but within the range of rates in similar forests. 
The pollution-injured pines that make up southern Sierra Nevada forests today clearly have the 
capacity for recovery, but will continue to bear a legacy of anthropogenic impacts.  

In the third chapter, I examine how Sierra Nevada forest ecosystems respond to climatic 
conditions and chronic ozone pollution, both individually and interactively. The gradient of 
pollution exposure on the western slope of the southern Sierra Nevada enabled a comparison of 
annual tree growth under very low to severe summer ozone levels, across sites with shared 
climatic conditions. I used the Jeffrey pine tree ring record to characterize growth as shaped by 
these conditions. First, I found that the temperature and precipitation of the preceding winter and 
summer have an important influence on annual growth. Building on this understanding of 
climatic dependency, analysis showed that trees exposed to elevated ozone had slower annual 
growth rates than their counterparts in relatively unpolluted locations. Annual growth rates in 
severely polluted sites were 8.4-23% lower than predicted growth under conditions that meet 
current air quality standards. Although the isolated effects of both ozone and water limitation are 
negative, an antagonistic interaction between these environmental factors was also apparent. As 
predicted in earlier research, high summer temperatures limited the negative growth impacts of 
ozone pollution. The likely mechanism for this interaction amongst stressors is stomatal closure, 
which prevents uptake of ozone into the leaf. These growth losses, attributable to a chronic 
anthropogenic stressor and modified by prevailing environmental conditions, may facilitate 
further change in forest processes. 
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CHAPTER 1   Decay patterns and carbon density of 
standing dead trees in California mixed 
conifer forests 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Tree death is a critical process in forest ecosystems. When trees die, the subsequent decay 
releases carbon to the atmosphere as well as an abundance of resources (e.g., nutrients and 
energy) into the forest ecosystem (Franklin et al., 1987; Harmon et al., 1986). Decomposition 
often begins while the tree is still standing (Boddy, 2001; Harmon et al.; 1986; Whittaker et al., 
1979). Standing dead (SD) trees store a significant amount of carbon and provide essential 
habitat for wildlife but also present potential safety and fire hazards (Hilger et al., 2012; Keen, 
1955; Knapp, 2015; Raphael and White, 1984). Thus, SD trees play an important role in the 
ecology and management of forests. 

As a direct result of well-documented increases in forest morbidity and mortality, SD trees are 
becoming more important for forest carbon dynamics. Increasing climatic stress, chronic and 
widespread air pollution, and pest outbreaks have fueled forest die-offs worldwide, with broad 
implications for ecosystem structure and function (Allen et al., 2010; Anderegg et al., 2012; 
Bytnerowicz et al., 2007; Hicke et al., 2013). In the North American West, increases in mortality 
are widely attributable to warming and increased water deficits (van Mantgem et al., 2009), often 
in combination with irruptions of bark beetles (Bentz et al., 2010, Ganey and Vojta, 2011). 
Across the western US from 1997-2010, bark beetles killed trees containing 2-24 teragrams (Tg) 
of carbon year-1 on over 5 million ha (Hicke et al., 2013; Meddens et al., 2012). Similarly, 
mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae) related mortality in British Columbia has 
caused forests there to become a net source of carbon, potentially for many decades (Kurz et al., 
2008). Following a severe disturbance such as this, the majority of aboveground carbon stocks 
may be stored in SD trees (Hagemann et al., 2010). Fire suppression also contributes to increased 
abundance and decreased average size of dead trees (Stephens, 2004; Stephens and Moghaddas, 
2005). Climate change projections and emissions trends indicate a future of exacerbated 
environmental stress both for California’s forests (Battles et al., 2009; Moser et al., 2009, Panek 
et al., 2013) and forests throughout the western United States (Allen et al., 2010; IPCC, 2007). 
Additionally, high exposure to ozone pollution that contributes to tree stress and death -- already 
the norm in parts of California -- is expected in nearly 50% of global forests within this century 
(Fowler, 1999; Panek et al., 2013).  Elevated tree mortality will contribute to a growing 
deadwood carbon pool and could result in regional increases in GHG emissions (e.g., Kurz et al., 
2008).  

During the time a dead tree remains standing, a typical sequence of changes occurs leading to an 
overall reduction in tree size (Domke et al., 2011; Raphael and Morrison, 1987). Tree volume 
declines through loss of leaves, twigs, and branches, which fall to the forest floor and join the 
down woody material (DWM) pool (Aakala et al., 2008; Raphael and Morrison, 1987). 
Concurrent with these dimensional reductions are changes to the tree’s physical and chemical 
properties caused by weathering, decomposition, and insect activity (Harmon et al., 1986; 
Domke et al., 2011). In many temperate species, wood and bark density decline with advancing 
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decay, while the carbon content of tissues rises slightly. The net outcome is a decrease in total 
carbon density (Harmon et al., 2013; Harmon et al., 2011). Size, tree species, and present decay 
condition are key determinants of wood decay rates (Harmon et al., 1986; Russell et al., 2014; 
Yatskov et al., 2003)). Parts of the stem can also decay at different rates. For example,  contact 
with soil can increase moisture content and facilitate access for decay organisms, accelerating 
decomposition near ground level compared to upper portions of the stem (Boddy, 2001; Graham, 
1925; Harmon et al., 1986; Maser and Trappe, 1984). Gradients in the density of wood from the 
originating live tree also shape patterns of decay. For example, conifers typically have higher 
wood density and carbon concentrations at the base of the stem relative to the upper reaches 
(Bowyer et al., 2007). SD trees retain substantial necromass for decades (Keen, 1929; Hilger et 
al., 2012) and sometimes even over a century (Mast et al., 1999). Since SD trees can represent a 
significant carbon reservoir in many forests, explicitly accounting for SD tree carbon dynamics 
will refine estimates of forest carbon storage and flux, and improve models of decomposition 
(Kurz et al., 2009; Litton et al., 2007; Woodall et al., 2008).  

In continental US and Canada forests, SD trees form 5 - 35% of aboveground forest biomass 
(Aakala et al., 2008, Vanderwel, 2008, Woodall, 2008). Conifer forests in the Western US are 
typically at the upper end of this range, with field-based estimates ranging from 2.4 to 7.2 Mg 
carbon ha-1 (Woodall et al., 2012, Woodall et al., 2013). Standing dead carbon in California 
mixed conifer forests specifically is greater still, with an average of 9.5 Mg carbon ha-1 and a 
total of 20.5 Tg carbon in SD trees (Battles et al., 2014; Gonzalez et al., 2010). SD trees form 
one of five forest sector carbon pools included in the U.S. National Greenhouse Gas Inventory 
(NGHGI) (Aalde et al., 2006; EPA, 2015). The NGHGI is in turn used for reporting to 
international bodies including the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and United 
Nations (IPCC, 2006; United Nations, 1992). There is also growing demand for accurate 
accounting of GHG emissions at state and regional levels. California’s Global Warming 
Solutions Act, which requires inventory of storage and emissions of GHG by forests, is one 
example (State of California, 2006).  

Though SD trees are essential to forest processes, incorporation of their physical and chemical 
transformations into forest inventory and carbon accounting is a relatively recent development 
(Domke et al., 2013; Fahey et al., 2005; Heath et al., 2011; O’Connell et al., 2012; Woodall, 
2012). As previously implemented, the NGHGI and dependent statewide inventories handled SD 
trees by applying live wood and bark properties to gradually decreasing tree volumes (Battles et 
al. 2014; Woudenberg et al., 2010; Woodall et al., 2011). The most recent NGHGI reports, based 
on results from the US Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis program (FIA), now also 
include adjustments for wood decay in SD trees in addition to estimates of whole tree volume 
loss (O’Connell et al., 2014; EPA, 2015). Biomass and GHG estimates employ a suite of ratios 
that are used to adjust the density of SD trees according their species and decay class (1:intact - 
5:advanced decay) (O’Connell et al., 2014; USFS, 2010). These density reduction ratios rely on 
the demonstrated correspondence between decay rates of DWM and SD trees. The SD 
adjustments in use for major mixed conifer species originate from the SD to down dead ratios for 
softwoods (classes 1-3) and the SD to down dead ratios for all inventoried species (classes 4-5) 
(Harmon et al., 2011; Harmon et al., 2008). Comparison of DWM and SD density suggests that 
patterns of density and carbon loss in SD trees differ from those of DWM; for mixed conifer 
species, sampled SD densities are not yet available (Harmon et al., 2011; Harmon et al., 2013). 
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Finally, a typical large-scale inventory sets carbon concentration of SD trees at 50% of total 
biomass (Birdsey, 1992; Fahey et al., 2005; Woodall et al., 2011). However, this assumption 
underestimates SD tree carbon concentration by 5-10%, as carbon density increases with 
advancing decay in both hardwood and softwood species groups, including California mixed 
conifer species (Harmon et al., 2013). Continued improvement in forest carbon estimates 
requires further quantification of the changes characteristic of SD trees: not only diminishing 
size, but also distinctly altered physical and chemical properties (Heath et al., 2011, Smith et al., 
2003; Woodall et al., 2012). 

The goal of this study was to understand the patterns and processes of in situ decay of SD trees 
in the mixed conifer forests of California. To achieve this goal, we first measured the decline in 
carbon density (g cm-3) of SD trees along a decay class gradient. We specifically accounted for 
the contributions of changes in wood density and carbon concentration that occur during decay. 
We then asked whether patterns in carbon density with advancing decay varied by species, tree 
size, or vertical position along the tree bole. To scale up the results from our site-based research 
and to gauge their relevance to carbon management, we used the same tree inventory and decay 
classification used by the FIA program. Based on previous studies of decay patterns in SD trees 
(Harmon et al., 2011), our hypothesis was that bole density would decline with decay class. On 
the basis of carbon measurements from DWM and some SD trees (Harmon et al., 2013), we 
expected carbon concentration to rise slightly with decay class, but net carbon density to decline. 
We also anticipated that density losses in SD trees would vary by tree size and species. Given the 
more rapid decay of woody material in contact with the soil (Maser and Trappe 1984), the base 
of SD trees was expected to decay faster than the upper bole.  Finally, in an application of these 
measurements, we developed decay-adjusted estimates of SD carbon stock for California mixed 
conifer forests and compared the outcomes of the live:dead decay ratios from this study with 
those used by the FIA program. Taking the patterns above into account, we predicted that 
implementing decay adjustments in biomass inventory would lead to lower estimates of carbon 
stock in SD trees than alternative unadjusted approaches. 

2. METHODS 

2.1 Study Areas  
Dimensional analysis of SD trees was carried out in mixed conifer forests at Blodgett Forest 
Research Station (BFRS) and Sequoia National Park. BFRS is situated on the western slope of 
the Sierra Nevada near Georgetown, California (38°52’ N; 120°40’W; Fig. 1). Six native tree 
species are commonly found in mixtures of varying proportions: white fir (Abies concolor), 
incense cedar (Calocedrus decurrens), coast Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii var. menziesii), 
sugar pine (Pinus lambertiana), ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), and California black oak 
(Quercus kelloggii). The elevation of study sites ranges from 1220 to 1350 meters. Annual 
precipitation at BFRS averages 1660 mm, with a Mediterranean climate pattern of warm 
summers (14-17° C) and mild winters (0-9° C). Soils are derived from granodiorite parent 
material and are considered productive for the region. The study areas at BFRS were heavily cut 
in the early twentieth century and later regenerated naturally, a land use pattern common 
throughout the Sierran mixed conifer forest. Prior to European settlement, the north-central 
Sierra maintained a median fire return interval of 4-5 years and interval range of 2-22 years. The 
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most recent fire in the sampled stands occurred in 1900 (Stephens and Collins, 2004). After more 
than a century of fire suppression mixed conifer forests throughout the region now have large 
accumulations of SD trees and DWM (Stephens and Collins, 2004; Stephens and Moghaddas, 
2005). SD tree measurement and collections at BFRS were carried out in both reserve stands and 
those actively managed with periodic timber harvests. 

The southern Sierra Nevada study sites are co-located with the US Geological Survey Western 
Ecological Research Station (USGS-WERC) Forest Demography Study. The long term study 
conducts an annual inventory of permanent plots, providing crucial estimates of key drivers of 
forest change. Structural and habitat characteristics of standing dead trees, including FIA decay 
class, are described during this survey. The five plots with carbon density sampling are 
dominated by red fir (Abies magnifica) and white fir, with giant sequoia (Sequoiadendron 
giganteum), incense cedar, and sugar pine also present. All are located in the Giant Forest and 
Panther Gap areas of Sequoia National Park (36°34'N 118°44'W, Fig. 1). At elevations of 2000-
2600 meters, precipitation for these sites averages 1200 mm yr-1 with 35-65% in the form of 
snow. Soils are coarse loams from granitic parent material. For the Giant Forest grove area, pre-
European mean and median fire return intervals are 35 and 30 years (Swetnam et al., 2009). The 
sampling locations have been without a stand replacing disturbance for several centuries and 
without any surface fire for at least ten years (Caprio and Swetnam, 1993; Das et al., 2007). 
Sampled trees from the USGS-WERC sites are SD red fir that were surveyed standing in plots 
and fell naturally in 2012-2013.  

2.2 SD tree measurement and sample collection 
Standing dead trees were identified at BFRS and in the USGS-WERC study areas based on 
previous inventories, observations of site managers, and field surveys. We then used stratified 
random sampling to select candidate SD trees with the strata defined by species, tree size, and 
FIA decay class (USFS, 2010). This decay classification is based upon the condition of the tree’s 

Figure 1 
Distribution of Mesic Mixed Conifer Forest and 
Woodland in California, an existing vegetation type of 
the LANDFIRE landscape mapping program. Total area 
of this forest type in California is 2.15 million ha, 5.3% 
of the total land area in the state (USGS, 2008). 
Sampling locations are indicated by open triangles 
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top, branches and twigs, bark, sapwood, and heartwood. It is used for SD trees throughout the 
FIA’s nationwide forest inventory plots (USFS, 2010, after Thomas, 1979). We excluded fire-
killed trees and those with severe mechanical wounds from logging operations. Our goal was to 
have a uniformly distributed sample of trees across the three strata. After selection, SD tree 
dimensions were measured while standing using a sonic hypsometer (Haglöf Vertex) and a laser 
dendrometer (Laser Technology Criterion 400; Fig. A1.A). Because broken boles contribute to 
volume loss and decay, the nature of the break was described: intact (i.e. no break), flat break, 
tapered break, or stepped break. The dimensions of the broken bole portion were also measured. 
An experienced sawyer then safely felled the sample trees at his discretion; one tree was 
excluded and later replaced.  

We used dimensional analysis techniques to measure of intact wood, decayed wood, and bark to 
the whole tree (Whittaker and Woodwell, 1968). We also evaluated differences in decay 
conditions along the length of the bole to account for the vertical gradients in decay. Our 
protocol for sampling was adapted from Harmon et al., 2011, with the addition of measurements 
to characterize and compare specific positions and tissues. Felled trees were marked into 1-3 
sections dependent on height (Fig. A1.B): for logs 0-2 m, 1 section; 2-10 m, 2 sections (base and 
top); and over 10 m, 3 sections (base, middle, and top). To determine full SD tree volume and 
section properties, the dimensions and attributes of each section were measured: length, 
diameter, bark thickness, bark extent, and wood hardness (Fig. A1.C). Cross sections 5-15 cm 
wide were removed with a chainsaw or hand tools from the midpoint of each tree section. When 
decayed material (soft, delaminated along one or more axes, or unable to hold form under 
pressure) was present, additional sampling and measurement was carried out. For decomposing 
or friable samples, the sample dimensions were measured in the field to the nearest millimeter 
using calipers. For the furthest decayed wood, a pre-measured area was outlined and excavated 
directly into a sample bag from a larger piece. If present, a bark sample was collected from each 
section. The cross-sectional cuts were also used to examine interior decay (Fig. A1.D). At each 
section midpoint, the decay condition (intact, decayed, or absent) of the wood was described by 
means of three pith-to-bark radial transects, the first random and others at 120° and -120° from 
the first (Fig. A1.E). By describing the cross sectional surface area, transects were used to 
calculate the proportion of each section in each decay condition. 

2.3 Measurement and analysis of tissue properties  
After collection, field (green) volume (cm3) of all wood and bark samples was measured. Bark 
volume was determined using a displacement gauge after saturation of the sample. The displaced 
water was collected and weighed to the nearest 0.1 gram. Large cross sections were cut into 
radial blocks in proportion to the decay conditions present in the sample using a miter saw. 
Wood and bark samples were dried a minimum of 48 hours at 100-105° C (Bergman, 2010). 
Tissue density was calculated as the ratio of oven dry mass (g) to field volume at room 
temperature. This value can also be interpreted as the basic specific gravity (Williamson and 
Wiemann, 2010).  

A minimum of six trees of each species were selected for carbon analysis: three random 
individuals from decay classes 1-3 and three from classes 4-5 (excepting red fir, for which the 
sole tree in class 4 was analyzed). Once the minimum was met, we selected additional trees to 
represent all size classes and tissue types in the analysis. Samples were ground using a number 4 
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Wiley mill fitted with a 0.5 mm screen. The resultant powder was mixed and >3 g retained for 
analysis. The University of California Davis Analytical Laboratory performed analysis of total 
carbon presence by weight by sample combustion in a muffle furnace. This method converts 
organic and inorganic substances into gases, which are then detected and measured by thermal 
conductivity/IR detection using a CN Analyzer (Leco Corporation TruSpec; Association of 
Analytical Communities, 2006). Carbon concentrations were calculated specific to the sample, 
section, and the entire SD tree. 

Tree and section specific properties were calculated by weighting the density and carbon 
concentration of the component samples by the proportion (by volume) of the four tissue types 
measured at sampling: intact wood, decayed wood, excavated wood (i.e. galleries) and bark. 
Total bark-off tree volumes were calculated from measured diameter and height, using taper 
equations for mixed conifer species in the Sierra Nevada (Biging, 1984; Wensel and Olson 
1995). If the bole was broken and live tree height unknown, height was regressed from DBH 
using coefficients specific to BFRS (Holmen, unpublished data, 1990). Bark volume was added 
to the tapered tree forms according to each section’s volume, field measured bark thickness 
(nearest 0.1mm), and observed bark presence (nearest 5%). The volume of SD trees that did not 
conform to a tapered shape was calculated by direct measurement. Finally, total SD volume was 
allocated to each section and to each tissue type based on the section measurements and radial 
transects described above. The properties of samples from each tissue type were then assigned to 
the total volume according to the proportion represented. The final result is a whole tree estimate 
of carbon concentration (%) and biomass density (g cm-3). Net carbon density (g cm-3 of 
carbon) was calculated as the product of carbon concentration and biomass density. We also 
report the ratio of dead tree to live tree density (aka density reduction factor, Harmon et al., 
2008). In our calculation, we used our measured dead tree densities (wood and bark) and the live 
wood and bark densities reported in Miles and Smith (2009). Calculated whole tree properties 
include both wood and bark. Measures and ratios of density, carbon concentration, and net 
carbon density were completed on all species. They were summarized across all species and by 
taxonomic group on the basis of phylogenetic relationship and similar allometry (Jenkins et al., 
2003). All reported ratios are calculated for a live bole of the same form and volume; i.e. bole 
breakage and bark loss do not contribute to lower density ratios.  

2.4 Analysis of patterns in SD trees  
To examine the effect of species and size on density ratio, we used linear mixed effects analyses 
(Crawley, 2002; R Core Team, 2014).  A mixed effects approach enabled us to describe how the 
properties of the sampled population differed by species and size, while controlling for the 
effects of each tree’s assigned decay class. The response variables examined were dead:live 
density ratio and dead:live carbon concentration ratio. Since we expected that trees in different 
decay classes would inherently vary in their ratios (Harmon et al., 1986; Yatskov, 2003), we 
controlled for this variation by including decay class in the models as a random effects 
parameter. Fixed effects parameters were species and surface area to volume ratio (SA:V) 
(Whittaker and Woodwell, 1967) and species identity was treated as a categorical "dummy 
variable" for purposes of comparison. Surface area was determined by treating SD trees as 
smooth-barked conic frustums, with the large diameter measurement at 0-30 cm above ground 
and the upper diameter at the highest intact point (Whittaker and Woodwell, 1968). Parameter 
estimates for the linear mixed effects model were calculated using restricted maximum log-
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likelihood (REML; Pinheiro et al., 2014). The basis for comparison was white fir, the most 
common tree species in the mesic mixed conifer forest (FIA Database, 2009).  

To examine the importance of stem position on biomass density and carbon concentration, we 
performed two separate linear mixed effects analyses, with dead:live density ratio and dead:live 
carbon concentration ratio as response variables. For both models, the sole fixed effects 
parameter was section (base, middle, or top). The base was compared to middle and top sections 
because it is in contact with soil fungi and moisture, known factors in promoting decay (Maser 
and Trappe, 1984). Because each individual SD tree was expected to vary in its properties, tree 
ID was included in the models as a random intercept. Only trees with two and three sections 
were included in the analysis (n=103 trees, 251 sections).  

For measures of SD tree properties (density, carbon concentration, and net carbon density), we 
calculated standard errors from whole SD tree values. Measurement uncertainties related to 
simple and precise measures of length, diameter, and volume are expected to be less than 2% and 
are not reported. For density and carbon concentration, standard errors of mean whole-tree 
properties are reported. The uncertainty of SD net carbon density was generated by resampling 
from 10,000 replications of the analyzed trees (n=76) in a Monte Carlo simulation approach (Liu, 
2001). All statistical analyses were conducted in R version 3.1.2 (R Core Team, 2014).  

2.5 Carbon stock estimates for California mixed conifer forests  
We applied our SD reduction factors to a population of SD trees in the mixed conifer forests in 
California. FIA plots were geographically selected within the Mediterranean California Mesic 
Mixed Conifer Forest and Woodland type of the 2008 LANDFIRE existing vegetation type map 
(USGS, 2008). Year of FIA survey ranged from 2001-2009. Stocks were calculated using three 
methods: with no decay adjustments applied, with the decay ratios employed by the FIA 
Program (O’Connell et al., 2014) applied, and with the species and decay class specific ratios 
developed in this study for density and carbon applied. We then compared the three estimates. 
For tree species and decay classes not represented in our sample, we used the current FIA SD 
density and carbon ratios (O’Connell et al., 2014; Harmon et al., 2011).  

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Standing dead trees sampled 
Our sample of 107 standing dead trees ranged from 13.3 to 126.7 cm DBH, with 103 (95%) of 
trees between, 20 cm and 100 cm DBH (Table 1). Sampling slightly favored trees in advanced 
decay (classes 3, 4, and 5) with 22 individuals in class 3, 31 in class 4 and 17 in class 5. The 
average tree was represented by 5 measured samples of wood and bark. Not all combinations of 
species and size were obtainable in our study locations. Class 2 Douglas-fir and class 1 incense 
cedar were absent. Due to limitations on destructive sampling in long term forest demography 
plots, availability of red fir was limited to classes 1, 2, and 4 (Table 1).   
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Table 1. Standing dead (SD) tree characteristics by species, decay class, and diameter class 
 

 

Species 
Decay class (n) 

Diameter class  
Total SD 
trees (cm DBH) 

1 2 3 4 5 12.5-30 30-50 >50  

White fir 5 6 4 10 4 10 10 9 29 

Red fir 6 3 0 1 0 4 3 3 10 

Incense cedar 0 4 6 3 3 10 5 1 16 

Sugar pine 6 1 4 2 2 3 6 6 15 

Ponderosa pine 3 1 6 8 5 5 14 4 23 

Douglas-fir 4 0 2 7 3 4 6 6 16 

All species 24 15 22 31 17 36 44 29 109 

3.2 Change in SD tree properties by decay class  

3.2.1 Carbon concentration 
Mean carbon concentration among trees in all decay classes and species was 52.3%, and ranged 
from 50.1% to 57.2%. Three hundred seventy-six samples from 76 trees were analyzed. Carbon 
concentration increased from a mean of 51.4% in all decay class 1 individuals (n=11) to 53.7% 
in all class 5 individuals (n=14). Similarly, dead:live carbon concentration ratios increased 
slightly from 1.03  to 1.07, using 50% carbon as the basis for comparison in all live trees (Fig. 2, 
Table A1). All species showed consistent gains in carbon concentration of 2-6% when 
comparing class 1 to class 5 trees, but except for true firs, gains were not smoothly distributed by 
decay class. 
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3.2.2 Whole-stem density  
Whole-stem SD tree density (wood and bark combined in field-measured proportions) declined 
precipitously as decay class advanced (Fig. 2, Table A1). On average, trees in class 1 had 5% 
lower density than live trees and a dead:live density ratio of 0.95. Decay classes 2 through 4 then 
demonstrated progressively lower densities, with a mean difference between decay classes of 
10.1%. Trees in class 5 had lost 45% of mean live density (Table A1). Among all individuals, 
mean SD tree density was 0.29 g cm-3, and ranged (min-max) from 0.04 g cm-3 to 0.44 g cm-3. 
In a pool of live trees of the same species, size, and bark proportion, mean density would be 
expected to be 0.38 g cm-3. Density loss patterns varied among tree taxonomic groups. For firs 
and pines, density declined with decay class (Fig. 3). For example, in class 5, the most advanced 
decay condition, white fir had only 43% of live density and ponderosa pine had 52%.  Incense 
cedar was the exception to this trend. Though density of all SD cedar was consistently lower than 
the known live cedar density of 0.35 g cm-3, mean SD cedar density was essentially unchanged 
as decay class advanced, from 0.28 ± 0.02 g cm-3 (mean ± standard error) in class 2 trees to 0.30 
± 0.03 g cm-3 in classes 4 and 5 (Fig. 3b; species detail in Tables A1 and A2).  

 

 

Figure 2 
Standing dead tree properties 
(carbon concentration, 
density, and net carbon 
density) relative to live 
properties for each decay 
class. Ratios are mean 
standing dead value: mean 
live value (Miles and Smith 
2009). Density values are 
from measured SD trees 
(n=107); carbon 
concentration and net carbon 
density values from SD trees 
(n=76) resampled from Monte 
Carlo replications. Error bars 
represent the standard error 
for all measurements. 
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3.2.3 Net carbon density 
The net carbon density generally tracked whole-stem SD tree density. However, increased 
carbon concentration did attenuate density losses to some extent (Fig. 3c). The mean net carbon 
density ratio among all classes of analyzed SD tree was 0.76 ± 0.29, 3.2% higher than density 
alone at 0.73 ± 0.03. For class 5 SD trees, mean net carbon density ratio was 0.60 ± 0.06, or 60% 
of live tree carbon density. Within each tree species, the net carbon density also tracked density 
losses very closely. Species-level net carbon ratios values were typically 0-6% above the 
dead:live density ratios (Table A1).  

Figure 3  
Standing dead tree 
properties for taxonomic 
groups by decay class: a) 
carbon concentration, n = 
76, b) density (g cm

-3
), 

n=107, and c) net carbon 
density (g cm

-3
). In a) and 

b), values are means of all 
trees in the group and 
error bars are standard 
errors. In c), means and 
standard error are 
generated by resampling 
from 10000 Monte Carlo 
replicates of the analyzed 
trees. True firs include 
white and red fir, pines 
include sugar and 
ponderosa pine.  
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3.2.4 Differences in wood and bark decay patterns 
The physical and chemical properties of wood and bark differed, with bark showing overall 
smaller declines in density with decay class, implying greater resistance to decay than wood 
(Table 2). As decay class advanced, carbon concentration increased 2-4% in both wood and bark. 
As in live trees, bark maintained higher carbon concentrations (2.58%) for all species and decay 
classes. Mean wood density showed larger differences among decay classes, moving from a 
dead:live density ratio of 0.90 ± 0.04 in all class 1 trees to 0.53 ± 0.05 in class 5 trees. Again the 
exception to the trend was incense cedar. Its spongy, layered bark was lower in density than 
wood and its density did not progressively decrease with decay class.  

Table 2 
    Wood and bark properties compared. Mean standing dead:live density 

ratio and mean carbon concentration for each decay class 1W-5W, wood, 
and 1B-5B, bark. Standard errors are for tree-level means of all 
individuals analyzed. Species values are listed separately in the 
Appendix. 
     
Decay class Dead:live* 

density ratio n Carbon 
concentration n 

1 W 0.90 (0.04) 24 0.51 (0.00) 11 
2 W 0.84 (0.03) 15 0.51 (0.00) 10 
3 W 0.81 (0.06) 22 0.51 (0.00) 14 
4 W 0.62 (0.05) 30 0.52 (0.00) 27 
5 W 0.53 (0.05) 16 0.53 (0.01) 14 

Decay class Dead:live* 
density ratio n Carbon 

concentration n 

1 B 1.17 (0.06) 24 0.53 (0.00) 11 
2 B 1.01 (0.04) 15 0.53 (0.00) 10 
3 B 0.96 (0.06) 21 0.53 (0.00) 13 
4 B 0.92 (0.04) 27 0.55 (0.00) 25 
5 B 0.87 (0.08) 10 0.57 (0.01) 9 
*Live density, Miles and Smith 2009. All other data this study. 
Parenthetical values are standard errors   
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3.3 Factors in changing SD tree density and carbon concentration 
To examine the characteristics of SD trees that predict density and carbon loss, we used linear 
mixed effects models with species and size (measured as the surface area: volume ratio, SA:V) 
as fixed effect parameters and decay class included as a random effect parameter. Neither species 
nor SA:V proved to be a significant predictor of dead:live carbon concentration ratio across 
species (Table 3a). Species identity did have a significant effect on dead:live density ratio (Table 
3b). However, compared to white fir, which had a dead:live density ratio of 0.61 ± 0.08, only 
incense cedar and red fir were statistically distinguishable; both were higher in density. Pine 
species and Douglas-fir had density ratios similar to that of white fir. Individual tree size was 
also a positive and significant predictor of dead:live density ratio (Table 3b). Inspection of 
residual plots showed that the model was consistent with assumptions of homoscedasticity and 
normality. 

Table 3 
    a) Summary of the linear mixed-effect model explaining variation in 

dead:live carbon concentration ratio 
Explanatory Variable Estimate SE t value p value 
Intercept (white fir) 1.057 0.012 86.845 0.0000*** 
Red fir -0.020 0.012 -1.653 0.1031 
Incense cedar -0.002 0.011 -0.197 0.8441 
Sugar pine -0.016 0.011 -1.469 0.1467 
Ponderosa pine -0.005 0.010 -0.492 0.6247 
Douglas-fir 0.007 0.010 0.711 0.4797 
Surface:Volume -0.022 0.022 -0.975 0.3332 
Parameter estimates are given as contrasts with white fir as the 
intercept. Model controls for decay class by including it as a random 
intercept. 
Significance codes:  < 0.001 *** / < 0.01 ** / < 0.05 *   
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b) Summary of the linear mixed-effect model explaining variation in 
dead:live density ratio 
Explanatory Variable Estimate SE t value p value 
Intercept (white fir) 0.610 0.078 7.772 0.0000*** 
Red fir 0.214 0.077 2.785 0.0064** 
Incense cedar 0.198 0.065 3.061 0.0029** 
Sugar pine 0.090 0.065 1.384 0.1697 
Ponderosa pine 0.062 0.057 1.083 0.2816 
Douglas-fir -0.067 0.065 -1.039 0.3012 
Surface:Volume 0.250 0.126 1.986 0.0498* 
Parameter estimates are given as contrasts with white fir as the 
intercept. Model controls for decay class by including it as a random 
intercept. 
Significance codes:  < 0.001 *** / < 0.01 ** / < 0.05 *   

 3.4 Importance of position within individual trees  
Within individual SD trees, both the carbon concentration and density of tissues differed with 
position along the bole, as demonstrated in a linear mixed effects analysis (Table 4). For SD trees 
with two or more sections (103 trees and 251 sections), the dead:live carbon concentration ratios 
of both top and middle sections were significantly different from the base section (top: p<0.01, 
middle: p<0.01). Mean carbon concentrations were highest in the base (dead:live carbon 
concentration ratio = 1.055 ± 0.004) and top (1.042 ± 0.005) sections, and lowest in the middle 
(1.033 ± 0.007). Density also varied with position. Top sections had the lowest density ratios 
overall (0.748 ± 0.030, p<0.001) followed by middle sections (0.839 ± 0.031, p<0.01), with the 
highest density ratios found from 0-2 m (base dead:live density ratio = 0.883 ± 0.034, p<0.001).  
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Table 4 
a) Summary of the linear mixed-effect model explaining variation in 
section dead:live carbon concentration ratio 

Explanatory Variable Estimate SE t value p value 

Base (intercept) 1.055 0.004 239.059 0.0000*** 

Middle -0.022 0.007 -3.196 0.0019** 

Top -0.013 0.005 -2.714 0.0079** 

Parameter estimates are given as contrasts with the base (0-2m) 
section as the intercept. Tree ID was included as a random intercept. 

Significance codes:  < 0.001 *** / < 0.01 ** / < 0.05 *   

  

b) Summary of the linear mixed-effect model explaining variation in 
section dead:live density ratio 

Explanatory Variable Estimate SE t value p value 

Base (intercept) 0.883 0.031 28.876 0.0000*** 

Middle -0.135 0.042 -3.237 0.0015** 

Top -0.140 0.032 -4.395 0.0000*** 

Parameter estimates are given as contrasts with the base (0-2m) 
section as the intercept. Tree ID was included as a random intercept. 

Significance codes:  < 0.001 *** / < 0.01 ** / < 0.05 *   

  

For all sections of the bole, mean dead:live density ratio declined with decay class. The 
distribution of density ratios had a strongly peaked distribution in early stages of decay (Fig. 4). 
For classes 1-3 standard error of the mean was 0.022 and kurtosis = 3.41, and distributions were 
centered only slightly lower than live trees (dead:live ratio = 1.0; Joanes and Gill 1998). In 
classes 4 and 5, all section density ratios were comparatively lower (skewed left relative to the 
overall mean) and more platykurtic, or evenly distributed (SE = 0.029, kurtosis = -0.09). This 
shift in density distribution during advanced decay was especially apparent in top sections (mean 
= 0.539, SE=0.05, kurtosis = -0.98).  
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3.5 Regional implications of change in SD tree properties 
For the final component of the study, we examined the regional implications of SD tree decay for 
estimates of aboveground carbon stocks. We compared three stock estimation approaches. The 
first approach generated an estimate adjusted for the changes in net carbon density as reported 
above. The second adjusted for changes in net carbon density using the FIA’s current density and 
carbon ratios for mesic mixed conifer forests (Table A4; O’Connell et al, 2014), and the third 
approach generated an estimate with unchanged wood and bark properties, as previously 
implemented in continental-scale inventories (Table 5, EPA 2011; Woudenberg et al., 2010). SD 
tree information (volume, species, and decay class) came from 661 plots in California mesic 
mixed conifer forests (FIA Database, 2009; USGS, 2008). In these forests, SD tree volume was 
dominated by white fir, which totaled 2801 m3 and 37.5% of overall SD tree volume. Following 
in importance were Douglas-fir and sugar pine. The six focal species accounted for 90.8% of 
total SD volume (6778 of 7465 m3). Mesic mixed conifer forests, California’s single most 
extensive forest type, had a total live aboveground carbon of 117 Mg ha-1 and occupied a land 
area of 2.15 million ha, or 5.3% of the state’s total land area (Fig.1; FIA Database, 2009; USGS, 
2008). The decay-adjusted carbon stock of SD trees in mesic mixed conifer forests using both 
density and carbon ratios was 9.46 Mg C ha-1; the statewide total is 20.33 Tg. Accounting for 

Figure 4 
Combined wood and bark 
density of each section 
(base, mid, and top) for a) 
decay classes 1-3 and b) 
decay classes 4 and 5. 
Probability density 
distributions are displayed 
using a smoothing kernel. 
The classes 1-3 and 
classes 4-5 distributions 
are shown relative to 
mean section density 
ratios for decay classes 1-
5 (vertical lines): 
base=0.88, mid=0.84, and 
top=0.75. 
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decay using current FIA density ratios and 50% carbon results in slightly lower estimates: 9.42 
Mg C ha-1 and 20.25 Tg statewide. Compared to this study’s standing dead:live ratios, the FIA 
density ratios applied higher SD tissue densities at lower carbon concentration (Table A4). In 
both cases, the decay-reduced SD tree stock was about 8% of aboveground live carbon. Using an 
unadjusted approach yielded a higher stock estimate: SD trees then accounted for 11.16 Mg C 
ha-1 and a statewide total of 23.98 Tg. The difference in total carbon stock between the estimate 
using decay adjustments based on our measurements and the estimate with no decay adjustment 
was 3.66 Tg. Similarly, FIA decay ratios yielded a total carbon stock that was 3.74 Tg lower than 
the estimate without decay adjustment. Thus, when compared to available methods that 
incorporate change due to decay, omitting changes in net carbon density yielded an 18.0-18.45% 
overestimate of the SD tree carbon stock (Table 5). 

Table 5 
Carbon in standing dead (SD) trees of California mesic mixed conifer forests. Stock estimates use 
three alternative methods to quantify decay: no adjustment, density and carbon ratios per FIA 
(O’Connell et al., 2014), and density and carbon ratios per this study. Differences are by comparison  
to the “no adjustment” method. 

 Carbon ha-1 Total SD carbon  C stock 
difference vs. no 
adjustment 

% C stock 
difference vs. 
no adjustment 

No adjustment in 
wood/bark properties 11.16 Mg 23.98 Tg NA NA 

Density and carbon 
ratios per FIA 9.42 Mg 20.25 Tg -3.74 Tg +18.45% 

Density and carbon 
ratios per this study 9.46 Mg 20.33 Tg -3.66 Tg +18.0% 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

4.1 Loss of carbon density: theme and variations among taxa  
Our findings emphasize that as SD trees advance through the five structural classes widely used 
to classify decay, they progressively lose carbon. We have described this pathway of decay by 
the first in situ sampling of multiple species at all stages of decay and by characterizing the 
changing properties common to standing mixed conifer species specifically. 

Across the major mixed conifer species, gradual loss of carbon density is the dominant pattern. 
SD trees in the most advanced stage of decay (class 5) have about half of the density of live 
trees. The pattern and extent of declining density in SD trees seen here is consistent with the 
losses previously observed in SD conifer species. The resulting dead:live ratios also closely 
match the ratios now implemented by the FIA program (Harmon et al., 2011; O’Connell et al., 
2014). As in earlier studies, the SD trees we observed also have higher density than DWM in the 
same decay class and taxonomic group (Harmon et al, 2011). We attribute the density change in 
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SD trees primarily to fungal decomposers and breakdown by invertebrates, as has been well 
established in previous work (Graham, 1925; Harmon et al., 1986; Swift, 1977). The carbon 
concentration gains we observed over the full course of decay also match the increases seen 
across northern hemisphere gymnosperm DWM, and the increases in decay classes 3-5 continue 
the nascent pattern seen in early-stage SD trees (Harmon et al., 2013). The gradual increase of 
carbon with decay class is likely caused by the activity of brown-rot fungi, which digest 
hemicellulose and cellulose, leaving behind tissues enriched in comparatively more carbon dense 
lignin (Gilbertson, 1980). When effects of the two opposing trends are combined, the decline in 
net carbon density of SD trees is very similar to the decline in whole tree density; the effect of 
climbing carbon concentration is small by comparison. 

The differences in density and carbon concentration we observed in of all SD trees were 
comparable to the differences reported among live trees (Lamlom and Savidge, 2003; Miles and 
Smith, 2009). Incense cedar was exceptional among these six species in that its carbon density 
did not exhibit a directional change with decay class. One explanation for this anomaly may be 
that incense cedar is abundant in phenolic extractives that inhibit fungi, making it is extremely 
decay resistant (McDonald, 1973; Scheffer and Cowling, 1966). Even on the forest floor, it 
maintains high density well into advanced decay stages (Harmon et al., 1987). Furthermore, the 
predominant cause of death for incense cedar at BFRS is snow or storm breakage (Schurr, 2005). 
The resultant broken boles are assigned to decay class 3 or 4 on the basis of their form (USFS, 
2010), but have no concomitant loss in density. These characteristics suggest that incense cedar’s 
wood traits, allometry, and mortality all have roles in shaping its distinct decay pathway. 

4.2 Attributes of SD trees affecting carbon loss 

4.2.1 Size and species 
Species identity and SA:V, an expression of tree size, were both significant determinants of 
dead:live density ratio in SD trees. Past studies of decay in DWM have found that although size 
and decay rate are often negatively correlated (Mackensen et al., 2003; Zell et al., 2009) the 
relationship of diameter and decay is not always apparent (Radtke et al., 2009). In studies that 
consider SA, however, both standing and down boles with greater SA have been shown to decay 
more quickly (Graham and Cromack, 1982). We also observed this pattern. SA:V quantifies the 
tree’s interface that is prone to fungal attack and available for exchange of water and nutrients; it 
is also tied to other functional relationships (Whittaker and Woodwell, 1967). For example, in 
surface fuels, SA:V is directly proportional to the quantity converted to gas during flaming 
combustion (Rothermel, 1983). Our model suggests that for decaying SD trees, SA:V is a more 
ecologically relevant expression of size than DBH. Size is also a key attribute of SD trees 
because individuals that stay standing into advanced decay classes are often remnants of very 
large trees that have a high proportion of heartwood. These remnants have shed some or all of 
their readily decomposable parts (bark, branches, sapwood) and therefore do not decline in 
carbon density as steeply as they would if measured in their entirety (Harmon et al., 1987, 
Yatskov et al., 2003).This is a unique feature of SD trees as compared to DWM and fuels-
focused measurements. Because they are handled as individual trees in inventory, it is important 
to address SD trees’ whole-tree properties on the same basis.  
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4.2.2 Within-tree position 
Wood and bark properties vary substantially within an individual, both in live and dead trees 
(Bowyer et al., 2007; Forest Products Laboratory, 2010). To determine whether the vertical 
position of wood and bark along the standing bole is important to its decay condition, in our 
dimensional analysis we sampled the lowest 2 m of the bole and one to two upper sections, 
dependent on total size. Decomposition agents including root pathogens can readily spread into a 
tree’s base even while the tree is alive (Scharpf, 1993). We therefore expected that contact with 
the moisture and mycelia of the forest floor would lead to increased decay rates (Harmon et al., 
1986) and consequently to larger change in wood and bark properties at the base of SD trees. 
However, decay rates are also expected to decrease from the base to the top, because the 
proportion of decay-resistant heartwood decreases with height (Harmon et al., 1986; Hillis, 
1977) and because weathering and breakage makes treetops susceptible to rot (Cline et al., 
1980). In the trees we sampled with more than two sections, top sections showed the greatest 
difference from mean live tree density and carbon concentration. This was contrary to our 
hypothesis, but consistent with underlying tree anatomy. Conifers typically have higher wood 
density and carbon concentrations at the base (Bowyer et al., 2007), so it appears that the vertical 
gradients in live trees also hold true in SD trees, despite basal contact with soil and their lack of 
active defenses. This habit may vary in different forest communities and climates, dependent on 
the specific agents of decay. In particular, the properties of SD trees in regions where root 
pathogens are a more common cause of mortality warrant further study.  

Both vertical and radial gradients of wood properties have important implications for use of 
deadwood in forest carbon inventory. Our observations show that it is essential to account for 
vertical position in determining overall tree tissue condition. Full discs or bark to pith samples 
are already known to be important for capturing radial variation (Williamson and Wiemann, 
2010). But especially for SD trees, the height of the tissue is also relevant to its condition. 
Continuing work on the radial and longitudinal patterns of density in live trees (i.e. Chave et al., 
2009; Wiemann and Williamson, 2014) is a key part of understanding decay patterns, and can 
offer further gains in the precision and predictability of deadwood inventory. 

4.3 Utility of SD tree characteristics for describing ecological patterns 
A simple five class system cannot hope to describe the immense range of forms and decay 
conditions that SD trees exhibit. The widely implemented FIA decay classification system, 
which categorizes the structural changes in SD trees, was developed on the basis of a single 
species, Douglas-fir (Thomas et al., 1979; USDA Forest Service, 2010). Despite its limitations, 
this system was a very effective means of summarizing SD tree properties for California mixed 
conifer species. Though the classes were not free from overlap, the progress of carbon loss 
paralleled the visible structural changes quite well. The decay patterns of SD trees also showcase 
the potential of FIA decay class as a synthetic ecological indicator. Since a wide variety of SD 
tree and DWM attribute data is now available at continental scale, FIA’s decay classification 
system, already in wide use, may prove a useful proxy for developing models of forest carbon 
fluxes and resultant GHG emissions (Domke et al., 2013; Woodall et al., 2013). Because decay 
class is consistently applied in periodic inventories (Woudenberg et al., 2010), static decay class 
attributes such as reported here can help improve accuracy of both field-based biomass 
accounting and estimates of biomass change that use a stock change approach (Domke et al., 
2013; EPA, 2015; Woodall et al., 2012). 
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Understanding SD tree decomposition dynamics also helps connect local decay patterns to 
synoptic ones, strengthening the linkages between real and modeled ecosystems. The SD trees in 
California’s mesic mixed conifer forests generally follow a globally recognized relationship: the 
plants that share wood and bark traits also share the same decay trajectories (Cornwell et al., 
2009). Note, however, that the underlying cause of similar density loss patterns is probably not a 
simple matter of their similar live wood densities. Instead, shared allometry, functional traits, and 
life history are more likely drivers of decay trajectories at a grander scale (Chambers et al., 2000, 
Weedon et al., 2009). Factors in mortality can also predispose certain species to particularly 
distinctive decay patterns. Examples are the top breakage seen in incense cedar (Shurr, 2005); 
species resistant to windthrow such as yellow birch (Betula alleghensis), sugar maple (Acer 
saccharum), and giant sequoia (Canham et al., 2001; York and DeVries, 2013), and the inside-
out decomposition of species susceptible to heart rots (i.e. Acacia mangium; Barry et al., 2004). 
To best reflect the variability of forest ecosystems, species with such distinct decay trends may 
warrant species-specific decay ratios. Even considering these special cases, widely shared 
allometric and life history patterns have the potential to serve as the basis for new models of 
decay processes and carbon transfer, and can help reduce uncertainty in forest process models 
(Domke et al., 2011; Hilger et al., 2012).  

There are some pertinent ecosystem characteristics that our study of decay patterns in SD trees 
cannot address. Decay class is not necessarily tied to SD tree age or expected longevity, so it is 
not an informative measure of time since death (Angers et al., 2011; Angers et al., 2012; 
Waskiewicz, 2007). Therefore differences in properties described here apply to trees with 
characteristic structures that are the result of decay, but should not be conflated with decay rates. 
Demographic studies of SD trees, i.e., measures of longevity, fall rates, and associated decay 
classification, are needed to parameterize the decay rates, carbon residence times, and the 
expected GHG flux of SD trees (Hilger et al., 2012; Keen, 1955; Raphael and Morrison, 1987). 
SD tree vital rates vary with species, region, and site, and are also important in influencing the 
trajectory of forest emissions (Hilger et al., 2012, Morrison and Raphael 1993, Ritchie et al., 
2013).  

4.4 Implications for measurement and management of changing forests 
Accurately accounting for SD carbon is increasingly important, as the abundance of SD trees in 
mixed conifer and other forest ecosystems is rapidly increasing (Allen et al., 2010; van Mantgem 
et al., 2009). Rising rates of mortality will supply an increasing quantity of SD trees for future 
decomposition. The progressive loss of biomass from SD trees will shape carbon transfer rates, 
potentially influencing biogeochemical and global change processes across time and scale 
(Friend et al., 2014; Hilger et al., 2012). As standing decay is incorporated into forest carbon 
inventories and mortality rates climb, greenhouse gas regulated sectors can expect to face lower 
caps on allowable emissions. Decay patterns and processes are of particular concern in mixed 
conifer forests, where past forest management and changing climate have also substantially 
reshaped forest structure (Collins et al., 2011; McIntyre et al., 2015). SD trees are not only 
becoming more abundant, but are also smaller on average and more dispersed than in historical 
accounts (Knapp, 2015; Stephens and Moghaddas, 2005). In mixed conifer forests under long 
term fire suppression, SD trees have higher spatial density and lower average size (Stephens, 
2004; Stephens and Moghaddas, 2005). This arrangement of SD trees also increases the risk of 
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fire spread (Brown et al., 2003). According to our results, these patterns will translate to rising 
carbon losses from SD trees and also growing importance of SD trees to land managers.  

Adjusting carbon density to account for decay provides a lower and a more realistic estimate of 
standing carbon in California mixed conifer forests. Our measurements of standing trees serve as 
a comprehensive test of the SD density ratios used by the FIA program, and we find them largely 
in agreement for these six species. The difference between decay-adjusted and  unadjusted stock 
estimates verifies that the use of carbon density ratios has considerably improved the accuracy of 
carbon accounting for these forests. Therefore, estimates of dead biomass should specifically 
include SD trees and adjust the physical and chemical properties of their biomass according to 
decay condition. Closely related species can be likely be grouped on the basis of their shared 
decay trajectories, but some species are expected to follow disparate patterns and should be 
treated accordingly. In detailed analysis, the size and position of SD biomass can also be 
incorporated. Although SD trees decay in a distinct environment and gradually develop 
properties unlike either live or down dead trees, many species still lack field-based 
measurements from standing individuals (Harmon et al., 2011, Harmon et al., 2013). Next steps 
in describing the decay dynamics of SD trees might extend measurement of standing trees, 
establish baseline demographic rates, and expand to unmeasured species and forest communities. 
Adding time, climatic, and taxonomic elements to SD decay patterns will further trace the path 
of living forests toward their fate in the soil and air. 
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Figure A1. Dimension Analysis of Standing Dead Trees 
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Table A1:  
Density, carbon concentration, and net carbon density of SD trees for all species. 
Property measurements, dead:live ratios and standard errors of each for decay 
classes 1-5. Standard errors refer to all whole analyzed trees. 

Decay class SD density (g/cm
3
)  Dead:live* density 

ratio n 
1 0.36 (0.01) 0.95 (0.03) 24 
2 0.33 (0.01) 0.88 (0.02) 15 
3 0.29 (0.02) 0.81 (0.06) 22 
4 0.25 (0.02) 0.65 (0.04) 30 
5 0.21 (0.02) 0.55 (0.05) 16 

Decay class SD carbon 
concentration (%)  

Dead:live** C 
concentration ratio n 

1 51.37 (0.24) 1.03 (0.00) 11 
2 51.45 (0.23) 1.03 (0.00) 10 
3 51.51 (0.21) 1.03 (0.00) 14 
4 52.72 (0.28) 1.05 (0.01) 27 
5 53.71 (0.54) 1.07 (0.01) 14 

Decay class SD net carbon 
density (g/cm

3
)  

Dead:live** net C 
ratio n 

1 0.18 (0.01) 0.94 (0.04) 11 
2 0.16 (0.01) 0.89 (0.03) 10 
3 0.15 (0.01) 0.85 (0.07) 14 
4 0.13 (0.01) 0.68 (0.05) 27 
5 0.11 (0.01) 0.60 (0.06) 14 

*Live density, Miles and Smith 2009. All other data this study 
**Live carbon concentration 50% 
Parenthetical values are standard errors 
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 Table A2 
      Properties of standing dead trees (wood and bark combined) for all species  

and decay classes sampled.  

Species Decay 
class 

SD  density 
(g/cm

3
)  

Dead:live* 
density ratio n (trees) SD carbon 

concentration  
Dead:live** net 

C ratio  n (trees) 

white fir 1 0.37 (0.03) 0.92 (0.08) 5 0.51 (0.01) 0.86 (0.10) 3 
white fir 2 0.35 (0.02) 0.86 (0.04) 6 0.51 (0.01) 0.84 (0.13) 2 
white fir 3 0.29 (0.08) 0.72 (0.19) 4 0.51 (0.01) 0.90 (0.01) 2 
white fir 4 0.22 (0.02) 0.56 (0.04) 10 0.53 (0.01) 0.60 (0.04) 9 
white fir 5 0.17 (0.01) 0.43 (0.02) 3 0.54 (0.02) 0.46 (0.05) 2 
red fir 1 0.38 (0.02) 1.01 (0.04) 6 0.51 (0.00) 0.97 (0.02) 4 
red fir 2 0.37 (0.00) 0.98 (0.02) 3 0.51 (0.00) 1.00 (0.01) 3 
red fir 4 0.40 (NA) 1.05 (NA) 1 0.52 (NA) 1.10 (NA) 1 
incense cedar 2 0.28 (0.02) 0.85 (0.05) 4 0.52 (0.01) 0.84 (0.03) 3 
incense cedar 3 0.29 (0.03) 0.91 (0.09) 6 0.52 (0.00) 1.02 (0.13) 3 
incense cedar 4 0.30 (0.03) 0.93 (0.10) 3 0.52 (0.00) 0.97 (0.11) 3 
incense cedar 5 0.30 (0.03) 0.86 (0.08) 3 0.53 (0.01) 0.91 (0.10) 3 
sugar pine 1 0.34 (0.04) 0.99 (0.10) 6 0.52 (0.00) 1.09 (0.07) 2 
sugar pine 2 0.26 (NA) 0.76 (NA) 1 0.52 (NA) 0.79 (NA) 1 
sugar pine 3 0.26 (0.05) 0.76 (0.16) 4 0.52 (0.00) 0.79 (0.17) 4 
sugar pine 4 0.26 (0.03) 0.75 (0.09) 2 0.52 (0.00) 0.78 (0.08) 2 
sugar pine 5 0.19 (0.01) 0.55 (0.04) 2 0.52 (0.00) 0.56 (0.04) 2 
ponderosa  1 0.36 (0.01) 0.96 (0.04) 3 0.53 (NA) 0.98 (NA) 1 
ponderosa  2 0.34 (NA) 0.91 (NA) 1 0.51 (NA) 0.93 (NA) 1 
ponderosa  3 0.34 (0.04) 0.89 (0.09) 6 0.51 (0.01) 0.98 (0.03) 3 
ponderosa  4 0.24 (0.05) 0.63 (0.12) 8 0.53 (0.01) 0.61 (0.18) 6 
ponderosa  5 0.20 (0.03) 0.52 (0.08) 5 0.53 (0.01) 0.55 (0.12) 4 
Douglas-fir 1 0.38 (0.03) 0.85 (0.06) 4 0.52 (NA) 0.74 (NA) 1 
Douglas-fir 3 0.21 (0.11) 0.48 (0.25) 2 0.51 (0.00) 0.49 (0.26) 2 
Douglas-fir 4 0.26 (0.02) 0.59 (0.05) 6 0.53 (0.00) 0.62 (0.05) 6 
Douglas-fir 5 0.19 (0.03) 0.43 (0.07) 3 0.56 (0.01) 0.48 (0.07) 3 
*Live density, Miles and Smith 2009. All other data this study 

    **Live carbon concentration 50% 
   Values in parentheses are standard errors 
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Table A4 

     Standing dead density ratios for California mixed conifer species per USFS Forest 
Inventory and Analysis program  (Harmon et al., 2011; O'Connell et al., 2014) 

        Decay 
class 

Live 
density 
(g/cm3)  

Dead:live 
density 

ratio 

Uncertainty Sample 
info* 

white fir 1 0.37 0.996 0.021 a 
white fir 2 0.37 0.873 0.018 a 
white fir 3 0.37 0.625 0.054 a 
white fir 4 0.37 0.541 0.213 b 
white fir 5 0.37 0.541 0.213 b 
red fir 1 0.36 1.04 0.017 a 
red fir 2 0.36 1.08 0.051 a 
red fir 3 0.36 0.626 0.054 a 
red fir 4 0.36 0.467 0.213 b 
red fir 5 0.36 0.467 0.213 b 
incense cedar 1 0.37 1.04 0.074 a 
incense cedar 2 0.37 0.972 0.035 a 
incense cedar 3 0.37 1.011 0.059 a 
incense cedar 4 0.37 0.596 0.218 b 
incense cedar 5 0.37 0.596 0.218 b 
sugar pine 1 0.34 1.04 0.038 a 
sugar pine 2 0.34 0.906 0.014 a 
sugar pine 3 0.34 0.735 0.054 a 
sugar pine 4 0.34 0.517 0.213 b 
sugar pine 5 0.34 0.517 0.213 b 
ponderosa pine 1 0.38 0.925 0.011 a 
ponderosa pine 2 0.38 1.007 0.02 a 
ponderosa pine 3 0.38 1.154 0.061 a 
ponderosa pine 4 0.38 0.481 0.213 b 
ponderosa pine 5 0.38 0.481 0.213 b 
Douglas-fir 1 0.45 0.892 0.015 a 
Douglas-fir 2 0.45 0.831 0.017 a 
Douglas-fir 3 0.45 0.591 0.054 a 
Douglas-fir 4 0.45 0.433 0.213 b 
Douglas-fir 5 0.45 0.433 0.213 b 
*Sample info: a: Genera sampled, b: Species and genus not sampled. (Harmon et 
al., 2011, Appendix D) 
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CHAPTER 2   Impacts of chronic ozone exposure on tree 
growth and survival 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Ozone at ground level causes serious damage to plants and directly threatens ecosystem health 
(Chappelka and Samuelson 1998, Karnosky et al. 2007, Krupa et al. 2001). Today’s global mean 
tropospheric O3 is double pre-industrial concentrations (Gauss et al. 2006) and projected to 
continue climbing as precursor emissions increase and the atmosphere warms (Forster 2007, 
Sitch et al. 2007). The effects of O3 on plant carbon assimilation, stomatal conductance, and 
growth result in agricultural losses of $14-26 billion worldwide (Van Dingenen et al. 2009). 
However, air pollution impacts are by no means limited to cultivated plants. Fully one-half of the 
planet’s forests are also expected to be exposed to toxic levels of O3 within this century (Fowler 
et al. 1999, The Royal Society). In the United States, the Environmental Protection Agency 
recently strengthened the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) to 0.070 parts per 
million (ppm)(3 year average of the annual fourth-highest maximum daily 8-hour concentration) 
in recognition of the threat that tropospheric O3 poses to vegetation, and in turn, public welfare 
(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2015). Yet, forest ecosystems in some regions have 
already experienced decades of exposure to elevated O3 (Miller et al. 1972). Today, these 
chronically polluted sites hold valuable lessons about how trees respond to past and predicted O3 
pollution.  

Trees exposed to O3 suffer molecular-scale breakdown in the mechanisms of photosynthesis, 
(Heath 1987, Matyssek et al. 2003) decreased CO2 assimilation in leaves, and consequent 
declines in net primary productivity (NPP)(Reich and Amundson 1985, Ainsworth et al. 2012). 
Leaves are often visibly damaged and exhibit premature senescence (Miller et al. 1963, Grulke 
and Balduman 1999). Reduced root biomass and altered stomatal behavior are also prevalent 
(Grulke and Balduman 1999, Grulke et al. 2007, Kellomäki and Wang 1997). These individual 
tree responses integrate into profound impacts on forests, ecosystems, and even climate 
(Ainsworth et al. 2012, Bytnerowicz et al. 2013b, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2007). 
For example, biomass accumulation is 7% lower in trees grown in present-day ambient O3 
concentrations than those growing in 10 parts per billion (ppb). Based on increases in precursor 
pollutants, tree biomass accumulation is projected to decline an additional 11% by 2050 (Wittig 
et al. 2009, Volz and Kley 1988). Decreases in water use efficiency have also been documented 
in O3 polluted forests (Sun et al. 2012). Elevated O3 contributes to weakened defenses against 
biotic and abiotic stressors, facilitating insect attacks and increasing the risk of fire (Karnosky et 
al. 2007, Eatough Jones et al. 2004, Grulke 2009). In the context of continued global change, the 
plant physiological impacts of O3 pollution reduce the land-carbon sink and ultimately increase 
atmospheric CO2 (Sitch et al. 2007). 

The western slope of the southern Sierra Nevada has ranked among the world’s most O3 polluted 
regions for over 40 years (Carroll et al. 2003, National Park Service - Air Resources Division 
2013, Panek et al. 2013b). Chronic O3 pollution endangers the health of the vast conifer forests 
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protected in the region’s National Parks and National Forests. Though air quality has improved 
in recent years, (San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District 2007, San Joaquin Valley Air 
Pollution Control District 2010) the region frequently exceeds the primary and secondary 
NAAQS for O3(Panek et al. 2013a, Cisneros et al. 2010, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
2015). Ambient concentrations reach a maximum in mid and late summer,(Grulke et al. 2002) 
driven primarily by photochemical reactions and regional air circulation (Beaver and Palazoglu 
2009). The characteristic chlorotic mottle of pine needles that indicates O3 damage was first 
observed here in 1971 (Figure 1A; Miller and Millecan 1971). High O3 exposure has resulted in 
injury to ponderosa (Pinus ponderosa Laws) and Jeffrey pines (P. Jeffreyi Grev. & Balf.), as 
observed at many sites along the western slope throughout the 1980s and 1990s (Arbaugh et al. 
1998, Miller et al. 1982). These species also exhibited O3 related growth declines in 
experimental trials (Temple and Miller 1994) and in the San Bernardino mountains, (McBride et 
al. 1975) but reported effects on tree growth in the southern Sierra Nevada are variable (Peterson 
et al. 1991, Peterson and Arbaugh 1988, Peterson et al. 1987). 

Though the damage to trees inflicted by acute O3 exposure is well documented, we are just 
beginning to understand how chronic air pollution affects forests. Repeated and prolonged stress 
events, especially declines in growth, predispose trees to mortality (Pedersen 1998, Das et al. 
2007). Most long term studies of O3 impacts on forests are experimental, using active 
manipulation of O3 and other greenhouse gases, primarily in young, actively managed forests 
(for example, in open topped containers or in combination with free-air CO2 enrichment) 
(Ainsworth et al. 2012, Wittig et al. 2007, Wittig et al. 2009). These investigations have 
established that a range of flowering and coniferous trees exhibit growth declines after 5-10 
years of exposure. Despite the value of these experiments, they are necessarily limited to the 
time elapsed since installation (King et al. 2005, Matyssek et al. 2010). Longitudinal and 
retrospective studies are free of this limitation, and have the additional benefit of capturing 
ecosystem dynamics under field conditions, including annual and multi-year droughts (Braun et 
al. 2014, Juknys et al. 2014). In the case of the southern Sierra Nevada, variation in water 
availability exerts a powerful influence over the growth and death of trees (Stephenson 1998, van 
Mantgem et al. 2009). Thus, in order to understand the long term ecosystem effects of O3, we 
need to understand the combined impacts of O3 exposure and drought stress on trees under field 
conditions.  

The purpose of this study is to quantify the impact of chronic O3 pollution in southern Sierra 
Nevada forests and to characterize tree responses to long term O3 exposure. We ask three key 
questions: first, what are the recent trends in O3 exposure and injury throughout the region’s 
forests? Second, to what extent does chronic O3 exposure cause injury in trees that are also 
impacted by drought and other stressors? Finally, what are the growth and mortality responses of 
forests that experience long term exposure to O3 pollution? We answer these questions using 
long term air quality monitoring co-located with repeated assessments of tree condition and 
foliar damage. 
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2. METHODS AND MATERIALS 
 
2.1 Study design 
This region-wide study encompasses eight sites with coupled monitoring of forest vegetation and 
air quality. Sites are distributed across a gradient of O3 exposures on the western slope of the 
southern Sierra Nevada, ranging from severely polluted (summer averages over 55 ppb) to low 
exposure levels (summer averages under 30 ppb) (Figure 1B; Panek et al. 2013a, Cisneros et al. 
2010). Three of these, Giant Forest, Grant Grove, and Shaver Lake, (here after “long term sites”) 
were routinely assessed for O3 exposure and tree injury starting in 1991. Work was carried out in 
connection with the Sierra Cooperative Ozone Impact Assessment Study (SCOIAS) and the 
Forest Ozone Response Study (Project FOREST) through 2001 (Bytnerowicz et al. 2003, 
Arbaugh and Bytnerowicz 2003). Five more sites were added in 2011 to extend the earlier work. 
Tree injury and air quality at these short term sites was assessed 2011-2013.  

Each site consists of 50-150 mature trees, arranged in tagged permanent study plots within 12.2 
km of an O3 monitoring instrument. At long term sites, the monitors are on average 1 km 
(maximum of 2.43 km) from study plots. Sites and trees are stratified across the gradient of O3 
exposure. Ozone injury surveys and forest measurements were completed yearly 1991-1994, 
then again in either 2000 (Giant Forest, Grant Grove) or 2001 (Shaver Lake). Surveys of both 
long and short term sites were completed in 2011 and 2012. 

2.2 Site and sampling descriptions 
Forest sites are dominated by ponderosa pine, Jeffrey pine, or both, with white fir (Abies 
concolor Lindley), incense-cedar (Calocedrus decurrens Florin), sugar pine (P. lambertiana 
Doug.), and black oak (Quercus kelloggii Newb.) also present. Research plot locations were 
selected based on proximity to existing air quality monitoring infrastructure and dominance of 
O3 sensitive species. Mature pines over 16.5 cm (6.5 inches) diameter at breast height (DBH) 
from all canopy classes were selected for injury surveys. Dominant, codominant, and open 
grown trees make up the majority of individuals. During each visit, an injury survey, 
measurements of DBH, and classification of the tree’s canopy was completed. Only healthy 
trees, defined by the absence of pests, pathogens, and physical damage, exclusive of O3 injury, 
were followed in the long term study. This was in order to ensure the survival of sufficient 
individuals to meet statistical requirements for at least 20 years (Miller et al. 1996). We followed 
this same protocol in selecting new individuals, and trees that acquired signs of disease or 
physical damage during the course of the study were excluded.  

These forests experience a Mediterranean climate with hot, dry summers and mild wet winters. 
Precipitation is 30-60% snow and ranges from 930-1100mm annually across the eight sites 
(Stephenson 1988, Western Regional Climate Center 2015). Ninety-five percent of rain and 
snow falls October-May; accordingly, annual climatic water deficits are reported for the water 
year, 1 October – 30 September (Flint et al. 2013). Sites are managed primarily as natural and 
recreational landscapes, with no record of timber harvest within 80 years. A single plot at Shaver 
Lake is the exception; here 15 trees were excluded from mortality calculations due to harvest. 
Low-severity fires have occurred within the past 20 years in parts of the Grant Grove, Sugarloaf 
Basin, and Atwell Mill sites, with no discernable impacts to health of trees in the survey (See 
also SI 1. Research Site Details) 
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2.3 Monitoring and indexing O3 exposure 
Ambient O3 concentrations were measured with ozone analyzers using the UV absorption 
method. During the study, active measurement of summer hourly O3 concentrations was 
continuous at Giant Forest and intermittent at six other sites (Carroll and Dixon 1993, Carroll 
and Dixon 1995, California Environmental Protection Agency - Air Resources Board 2015, 
National Park Service - Air Resources Division 2015; see also SI 2. Measuring O3 exposure; 
Table SI-1 Site monitoring details). When active, the analyzers sample at least every 30 seconds, 
then average hourly if >75% of data points for the hour are present. Cumulative O3 exposure was 
expressed using the W126 exposure index, a cumulative concentration-weighted index that 
weights higher concentrations of O3 using a sigmoidal curve centered at 70 ppbv (Lefohn and 
Runeckles 1987; see SI 2. Measuring O3 exposure). Previous studies in this system have found 
that the W126 exposure index is a strong predictor of vegetation injury (Arbaugh et al. 1998). 
Cumulative exposure indices also provide a meaningful link to the physiological drivers of 
oxidative injury, particularly effective flux (Grulke et al. 2002, Musselman et al. 2006). Recent 
strengthening of the NAAQS for O3 to 70 ppb provides ecosystem protections equal to a limit of 
17 ppm-hours in terms of a 3-year W126 index (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2015).  

We calculated W126 in two ways to capture both daytime and 24-hour O3 exposures, because 
both daytime and nighttime stomatal conductance contribute to vegetation impacts (Grulke et al. 
2004, Massman 2004). Although stomatal conductance of O3 is typically lower at night, plants 
can be more susceptible during this time, a pattern that should be considered in quantifying 
exposure (Musselman and Minnick 2000). Since higher elevation sites in the Sierra Nevada can 
have highest concentrations at night and nocturnal conductance can be significant, a 12-hour 
W126 underestimates exposure. In this study, W12612 is computed from 8:00-20:00 daily and 
July-September annually. W12624 includes all hourly measurements from June-September 
(Bytnerowicz et al. 2013a, U.S. Forest Service et al., Lefohn and Runeckles 1987; see SI 2. 
Measuring O3 exposure). To examine the temporal trends in exposure index, we used linear 
mixed effects analyses (Crawley 2002). A mixed effects approach allows an assessment of 
whether region-wide W12624 is increasing or decreasing over time while controlling for 
preexisting differences in exposure between sites by treating them as random effects. Parameter 
estimates were calculated using restricted maximum log-likelihood (REML)(Pinheiro et al. 
2014). This and all other analysis was completed in R version 3.2.2 (R Core Team 2016). 

2.4 Ozone injury of trees 
Injury of trees was assessed in the field following the Ozone Injury Index (OII) method (Miller et 
al. 1996). Maximum OII is 100, corresponding to a severely injured tree, with more than 40% of 
leaf area affected by chlorotic mottle. OII=0 signifies a tree with no symptoms of ozone injury 
(see SI 3. OII). To examine the temporal trends in tree injury, we again used linear mixed effects 
analyses (Crawley 2002) with OII as the response variable, year as fixed effect, and site as a 
random effect.  

The relationship between exposure and injury was characterized using linear regression. Previous 
work suggests that a linear form is appropriate for this relationship (Arbaugh et al. 1998). To 
match the biological accumulation of O3 injury on pine needles, regressions were fit to both a 
four year cumulative W12624 and single-year W12624. To assess whether chronic exposure has 
resulted in stronger or weaker injury responses over time, we used a linear mixed effects 
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approach with OII as the response variable. Fixed effects, W12624 and year, were grouped by 4 
year periods and tree ID was the random effect.  

2.5 Assessing tree survival and growth  
In repeated field surveys, the DBH of each tree was re-measured to determine growth. Relative 
growth rate (RGR) was calculated for measurement periods 1991-2001 and 2001-2011 using 
these start and end period measurements. RGR is expressed as percent annual change in DBH:  

(1)  𝑅𝑅𝑅 =  ln𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑏− ln𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑎
𝑑−𝑎

          
      

where a=time at start and b=time at end. We examined the response of RGR to tree and 
environmental characteristics using linear mixed effects models.(Crawley 2002) OII, climatic 
water deficit,(Flint et al. 2013) DBH, species, the interaction of OII and deficit, and the 
interaction of OII and species were included as fixed effects parameters in the initial model. 
Since trees are expected to vary in susceptibility, tree ID was included as a random effects 
parameter. An information theoretic approach (Akaike’s Information Criterion) was used to 
compare the relative performance of reduced candidate models to the full initial model (Burnham 
and Anderson 2002). Before including RGR values in the linear mixed effects analysis, the 
difference in DBH between measurements was used to identify outlying growth patterns. Periods 
with change in DBH +/- 2 standard deviations (SD) beyond the mean were re-examined against 
field records, and any errors found were corrected. The RGRs that remained +/- 3 SD beyond the 
mean (n=4) were excluded from further analysis (Eitzel et al. 2015).  

To evaluate the demographic impact of long term pollution exposure, we first used a Kaplan-
Meier approach to describe survival probability at intervals over the 20-year period (Kaplan and 
Meier 1958). Individuals were interval and right censored. Interval censored trees died between 
field visit years, with mortality confirmed in person after the fact. Right censored trees were both 
live trees and those without confirmed mortality (i.e. removed from the study before its 
conclusion). Survival analyses were conducted using the “survival” and “interval” packages in R 
(Fay and Shaw 2010, R Core Team 2016, Therneau 2015). Annual mortality rates were 
computed per Sheil and May (Sheil and May 1996) where 

(2)  𝑚 = 1 − �1 − 𝑁0−𝑁𝑁
𝑁𝑁 �

1/𝑡
          

for N0 = individuals alive at time zero and t=time elapsed. Analysis of growth and survival was 
completed using only individuals from long term sites (n=450). 

3. RESULTS  
 
3.1 Regional and temporal ozone patterns  
Air quality in the southern Sierra is improving, but O3 exposure is still severe across a large 
portion of the region (Figure 2A-B). Low-mid elevation locations on the western slope, as well 
as sites near major drainages, continue to experience the highest O3 exposure (Panek et al. 
2013a). At Giant Forest, where the NPS has maintained the longest continuous record of O3 
observations in the region, the 3 year mean W12612 decreased from 49.2 ppm-hours in 1992 to 
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33.6 ppm-hours in 2012. Elevated but more moderate exposures were present at Shaver Lake 
(2011 3-year mean W12612 = 15.19; Table SI-2). In the region we surveyed, O3 pollution is least 
severe where farthest removed from sources of primary pollutants; locations farther east and at 
higher elevation generally have the cleanest air, particularly areas away from roads (Figure 1B, 
Figure 2A). For example, Florence and Huntington Lakes have annual W12612 ranging from 5.9-
16.9 ppm-hours in recent years. Across all sites, average summer exposure to O3 decreased 1.5% 
per year from 1991-2013. The decrease was equally apparent in both W12612 and W12624. For 
W12612, a linear mixed effects model with year as the fixed effect and site as a random effect 
shows a loss of 0.76 ppm-hours per year (SE = ± 0.04; t = -28.86; p < 0.001). In a model of the 
same form, W12624 decreased 1.21 ppm-hours per year (SE = ± 0.02; t = -31.74; p < 0.001).  

Trees in the region face both annual and episodic drought stress alongside chronic O3 exposure. 
During the years of the study, there was no trend in climatic water deficit across all research 
sites. From 1991-2014, mean annual climatic water deficit at long term study sites (Shaver Lake, 
Grant Grove, and Giant Forest) was 634.9 mm (SD = ± 1.98). Similarly, mean annual deficit at 
all eight sites over the same period was 633.6 mm (SD = ± 34.9; range = 562.5 to 680.2).(Flint et 
al. 2013) Deficit varies much more between years within site (mean interannual range = 305.5 
mm, SD = ± 85.2, than between sites (range of site means = 109.0 mm), and annual variation is 
coherent across sites in the study. 

3.2 Injury to pines 
Pollution injury to ponderosa and Jeffrey pines persists but the severity has recently started to 
decline, tracking improvements in air quality. Mean tree injury (OII) declined over time at all 
sites with long term injury monitoring (Figure 2B). Supporting evidence for the declines in 
injury comes from a linear mixed effects model in which the fixed effect is year and random 
effect is site (Coefficient value = -0.6848, SE = ± 0.05, t = -13.53, p<0.001). In this model, not 
only is the slope negative, but year is also a significant predictor of OII within site. The largest 
decreases in OII were observed at the two most seriously polluted sites in the study: Giant Forest 
(OII decrease from 44.66 ± 1.33 in 1991 to 28.86 ± 2.14 in 2012) and Grant Grove (from 40.84 ± 
1.52 in 1991 to 19.52 ± 1.85 in 2012). Locations with absent and very low injury include 
Sugarloaf Basin (0.30 ± 0.28) and Florence Lake (OII = 0, no injury observed). Other sites in the 
region had intermediate levels of O3 injury: Shaver Lake, a moderately polluted site, also showed 
declines in OII (Figure 2B, SI Table 3). Among all trees in the long term study, declines were 
primarily attributable to lower OII (i.e., less injury) of the same individual trees. The proportion 
of surveyed trees exhibiting any chlorotic mottle (OII > 0) also showed a small net decrease at 
the two most polluted sites.  

3.3 Relationship between injury and environmental factors  
Although O3 exposure and tree injury have both lessened in recent years, extant trees have 
endured polluted air for decades, while also withstanding annual and multi-year droughts. Under 
these conditions, to what degree does chronic O3 exposure determine injury severity? Linear 
regressions of both a four year cumulative W12624 (4 year sum W12624), and single-year W12624 
showed that higher ambient O3 exposures are significant predictors of increased tree injury (OII) 
(Figure 3). The regression relationship for W12624 is OII= 0.33 (W12624) ± 0.08; R2=0.48, 
t=4.33, p<0.001. The relationship between ambient exposure and OII is stronger over time than 
that of any given year. This is evident in the 4 year sum W12624 regression relationship: OII= 
0.11(W12624) + 0.02; R2=0.60, t=4.78, p<0.001). However, annual climatic water deficit did not 
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influence the severity of tree pollution injury. In the same models that show a strong role for 
annual O3 exposure, the inclusion of water deficit and a deficit by injury interaction term 
indicated that neither of these is a significant predictor of OII (for OII = W12624 + Deficit + 
W12624:Deficit (p = 0.49 and 0.17, respectively).  

To assess whether chronic exposure contributed to stronger or weaker injury responses over 
time, we used a linear mixed effects approach with OII as response. Fixed effects W12624 and 
year were grouped into three periods of four years each. Analysis showed that injury response 
varied though time, but did not suggest any directional shift (p < 0.001 for all factors). It follows 
that over the long term, individual tree responses to ambient O3 exposure neither strengthened 
nor weakened.  

3.4 Impacts on tree growth and survival  
The most informative model of RGR ultimately included the fixed effects of OII, DBH, tree 
species, and the interaction of species with OII, with the random effect of individual tree ID 
number (ΔAIC = 10.06). This relationship shows that growth is reduced in O3 injured trees 
(Figure 4). Tree size and species are also significant predictors of growth (p < 0.001 for all 
predictors). In this model, the interaction term can be interpreted as a difference in the growth 
responses of ponderosa and Jeffrey pines to O3 injury. Ponderosa pine therefore sustains larger 
growth losses than Jeffrey pine, as illustrated by its steeper negative slope (Figure 4). According 
to this growth model, an uninjured tree (i.e., OII = 0) of mean DBH at the three long term study 
sites grew a modest 1% in DBH each year (ponderosa pine 1.22%, Jeffrey pine 0.93%). Thus, for 
a Jeffrey pine of mean DBH, the RGR in recent years at Giant Forest (2012 mean OII = 28.8) is 
0.78% DBH/year: a loss of 15.2% of typical yearly growth compared to a theoretical year 
without O3 injury (Figure 4). An average ponderosa pine at Shaver Lake in2011 (2011 mean OII 
= 10.7) would be expected to have losses of 5.6% per year. These growth responses represent a 
considerable improvement over conditions two decades ago, when average injury at Giant Forest 
would correspond to ponderosa pine growth losses of 23.7% compared to an uninjured tree at the 
same site.  

The forest site with most severe O3 pollution and highest observed injury, Giant Forest, had the 
lowest overall Kaplan-Meier survival probability, at 84.7%. Study trees in Grant Grove fared 
somewhat better, with 89.3% surviving. 97.1% survived at comparatively less polluted Shaver 
Lake (See Table SI-4) Annual mortality rates follow a similar pattern, at 0.57, 0.50, and 0.07 
percent mortality per year, respectively. Sites with greatest O3 exposures did sustain the highest 
mortality, though the differences were not significant (χ2 = 4.0648, p = 0.131). The proportion of 
trees surviving at each of the sites remained within the typical distribution of total mortality rates 
in similar Sierra mixed conifer stands (van Mantgem and Stephenson 2007).  

4. DISCUSSION 

Our results demonstrate that chronic O3 pollution in the southern Sierra Nevada leads to lower 
rates of tree growth and survival. These findings provide a unique long term view of how forests 
respond to this damaging secondary pollutant of increasing global importance. In quantifying the 
relationships between exposure, injury, and resultant growth and survival, our study clarifies the 
impacts of chronic pollution on trees in natural ecosystems and also confirms their capacity for 
resistance and recovery. 
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4.1 Implications of exposure and injury 
Declines in both O3 exposure and injury to trees are promising evidence that years of air 
pollution can be ameliorated and even reversed. We found that daytime and nighttime O3 are 
declining at nearly the same rate, with W12612 and W12624 declining by the same percentage 
annually per year; O3 injury has followed suit. Improvements in air quality were first seen in the 
San Joaquin Valley, the local source of most precursor pollutants that reach Sierra forests 
(Beaver et al. 2010, San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District 2010). The most polluted 
sites, Grant Grove and Giant Forest, register 3 year mean W12612 of 40.3 and 33.6 in 2012, still 
well above the EPA’s recommended exposure limit of 17 ppm-hours (EPA Final Rule 2015; see 
Table SI-2). These levels of exposure continue to pose a risk to both ecosystems and people 
(Cisneros et al. 2010). As such, O3 and other pollutants are major stressors for Park and Forest 
resources, and continued efforts to improve air quality in the region are critical to secure these 
gains. Through foliar injury surveys, we also confirmed that pollution injury is absent in the 
forest sites farthest removed from sources of primary pollution. Our results support recent 
distribution models that predict some parts of the region do not experience damaging O3 
exposures on a regular basis (Panek et al. 2013a).  

New, lower EPA standards for human and ecosystem health will help preserve areas with the 
least compromised air quality and build on recent gains. But there is also a real possibility that 
these improvements will be eroded by changing climate and growing population of the region. 
Though per capita emissions are dropping,(Perry and Next10.org 2015) the population of the San 
Joaquin Valley is projected to continue climbing (California Department of Finance 2014) and 
warmer summers will strengthen stagnation events (Zhao et al. 2011). The result is expected O3 
declines of just 3-9% through 2050 (Steiner et al. 2006). California exemplifies the intersection 
of anthropogenic and climatic ecosystem stressors, but extensive temperate and tropical forests 
are also predicted to follow this trajectory, reaching O3 levels that cause significant plant 
productivity losses by 2100 (Fowler et al. 1999, The Royal Society, Ainsworth et al. 2012). In 
addition to the forest impacts occurring elsewhere in California (Lake Tahoe, (Bytnerowicz et al. 
2004) Yosemite/Central Sierra, (Carroll et al. 2003, Duriscoe and Stolte 1990) and the San 
Bernardino mountains, where this “X-disease” was first identified, Miller et al. 1963, Arbaugh et 
al. 1998) tropospheric O3 pollution already causes injury under forest conditions across the 
globe. Impacted coniferous forests are well documented in the eastern United States, (Chappelka 
and Samuelson 1998, Karnosky et al. 2007) Mexico City, (de Bauer and Hernández-Tejeda 
2007) eastern China, (Feng et al. 2014, Wan et al. 2014) the Alps, (Braun et al. 2014) and much 
of the Mediterranean Basin, from Spain to Italy (Kefauver et al. 2012, Paoletti 2006). 

4.2 Linkages between long term exposure and tree injury 
Our second question examines the extent of O3 exposure’s importance for injury under forest 
conditions. We found that cumulative O3 exposure is strongly linked to OII, but not to water 
deficit. By continuing the efforts of Project FOREST and the SCOIAS, we have documented one 
of the longest records of elevated O3 and resulting injury under forest conditions (Matyssek et al. 
2010, Matyssek et al. 2012, Pretzsch et al. 2010). The linear relationship of exposure to tree 
response is comparable to that found in previous work across both the western slope of the Sierra 
Nevada and the San Bernardino mountains (Arbaugh et al. 1998, Salardino and Carroll 1998). 
Other common indices of ambient exposure, such as SUM0 and SUM06, share this strong linear 
relationship with injury in pines (Arbaugh et al. 1998). A cumulative index of exposure is well 
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matched to tree life history and specifically to the physiology of leaf tissue exposure to O3. 
Within a single growing season, ponderosa pine exhibits declines in both gross photosynthesis 
and C assimilation that follow cumulative O3 exposure (Grulke et al. 2002). Additionally, pine 
needles, while most active in their youngest years, continue C assimilation throughout their life; 
typically 4-5 years in ponderosa and 6-8 years in Jeffrey pine at these sites (Munz and Keck 
1973, Patterson and Rundel 1989). The close link we found between W12624 and injury supports 
the EPA’s finding that cumulative, concentration weighted indices are the most biologically 
appropriate for assessing vegetation and ecosystem damage (U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency 2013, 2015, Panek et al. 2002). Furthermore, W12624 is important for capturing elevated 
O3 in mountainous ecosystems during late evening and early morning hours. We expect that 
measures of stomatal conductance would also strongly correspond with injury, potentially even 
more so than a simple index (e.g. Braun et al. 2014 and Paoletti and Manning 2007). When 
focusing on the responses of natural vegetation in a mountain landscape, however, less 
monitoring-intensive indices like W126 are better suited. These indices may also be more 
practical in worldwide locations where meteorological and eco-physiological data is scarce.  

The apparent variation in the exposure/injury relationship can be attributed to local and 
individual patterns of O3 uptake. A tree will only sustain internal damage from O3 if the pollutant 
is taken up via the stomata,(Reich 1987) and studies suggest that dry summers mediate stomatal 
O3 flux. Thus, the effects of drought could prevent the impacts of elevated O3 for individual trees 
or even whole forests (Grulke et al. 2002, Panek 2004, Grulke et al. 2003). This effect potentially 
contributes to lower-than-predicted injury in trees with greater water deficits (i.e. below the line, 
Figure 3). Despite this facultative role of water availability, our analysis found that in two ten 
year periods, annual water deficit did not relate to tree injury. This is potentially explained by 
both the high inter-annual variability of deficit relative to O3 injury and the intentional design of 
the OII method to rate only damage caused by O3. Chronic pollution has not altered the 
underlying pattern of injury response for trees in this study: over twenty years, trees have neither 
acclimated nor weakened. Considering that all trees were mature at initial surveys in 1991, this 
finding for trees under field conditions and prolonged stress is fully consistent with studies 
noting changes in sensitivity between plant developmental stages, but little change through time 
within mature individuals (Grulke and Miller 1994, Momen et al. 1997). 

4.3 Tree growth declines and their consequences 
Ponderosa and Jeffrey pines with evidence of O3 injury also exhibit slowed growth rates under 
field conditions. Though estimates of growth reduction in mature trees vary widely, the extent of 
damage seen here agrees with some of the earliest damage observations in these species 
(McBride et al. 1975) and also with more recent field observations and physiological models. 
The relative biomass loss (RBL) that supports the NAAQS for O3 is based on ponderosa pine 
seedlings exposed to W12612 of 46.37 (20.5% RBL, measured in chambers) and mature trees 
(3.1% RBL, modeled in var. scopolorum; Constable and Taylor 1997, U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 2014). Previous work on Jeffrey pines in the southern Sierra reports losses of 
11% in O3 damaged individuals, (Peterson et al. 1987) but efforts to attribute growth losses of 
similar magnitude in injured ponderosa pines were not as conclusive (Peterson et al. 1991, 
Peterson and Arbaugh 1988). Arbaugh and others reported declines in basal area increment in the 
San Bernardino Mountains ranging from 7.8–23.2% during 1950-1974, when O3 exposures 
reached their most extreme (Arbaugh et al. 1999). The growth effects in these forests were 
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attributed to the compound effects of O3, drought, and N deposition. Later estimates of O3 
specific effects in the same region model biomass losses at 20.9% in 1980-85 and 10.3% in 
1995-2000, after substantial improvements in air quality (Hogsett et al. 2007). With current field 
observed relative growth losses in injured trees ranging from 5.6-15.2%, the pines in this study 
confirm that elevated O3 contributes to substantial reductions in growth for trees in the southern 
Sierra. Our analysis of growth further reveals that at equal O3 injury levels, ponderosa pine 
growth exhibits slightly larger pollution impacts than Jeffrey pine growth, a distinction also 
observed in earlier work (Miller et al. 1983).  

The key implications of reduced RGRs for injured trees are impacts to individual tree vitality and 
ultimately to forest productivity. Growth is a leading indicator of tree health, and slowed growth 
is often the herald of imminent mortality (Franklin et al. 1987, Keane et al. 2001, Das et al. 
2007). But even before death, the chronic stress of decades of O3 pollution transforms forest 
ecosystems. Outcomes of trees weakened by O3 include increased susceptibility to successful 
bark beetle attack (Eatough Jones et al. 2004, Grulke 2009) and increased susceptibility to 
common pathogenic fungi (James et al. 1980, Fenn et al. 1990). Forests with such impacts are 
also prone to increased risk of wildfire and elevated mortality (Grulke 2009). We found that the 
survival rate of selected study trees in O3 polluted sites did not differ from the survival of canopy 
trees in the forest at large (van Mantgem and Stephenson 2007). However, the sites with most 
exposure did exhibit the lowest survival, a pattern also found in a separate survey of the southern 
Sierra from 1977-2000 (Carroll et al. 2003). Part of the trees’ relatively high survival rates can be 
ascribed to the intentional selection of healthy individuals to initiate monitoring and removal of 
diseased trees from observation during the course of the study, both choices that increase total 
survival rates. Since trees must be alive to provide information about their O3 injury, the 
measurement of tree injury and measurement of demographic rates are necessarily at cross 
purposes. This project was designed to achieve the former, while relevant information on the 
latter emerged over time (Carroll et al. 2003, Miller et al. 1996). 

Scaling from leaf and seedling O3 effects, to mature, whole organism responses has long been a 
challenge due to the complexity of defense and compensation mechanisms at play (Kolb and 
Matyssek 2001, Samuelson and Kelly 2001). Similarly, scaling from single tree to ecosystem 
responses presents many uncertainties, but offers many applications in characterizing ecological 
dynamics and deciphering land-atmosphere interactions (Ainsworth et al. 2012). To better 
understand ecosystem effects, the roles of compound stress and the importance of climate should 
be accounted for. We investigated these links via climatic water deficit, finding that it was not a 
significant predictor of average growth rates among trees in the long term study. The importance 
of annual water deficit is potentially muted by our growth measurements, which were averaged 
over two ten year periods. To describe pollution’s ecosystem impacts more completely, annual 
resolution data on tree growth, such as tree ring analysis, would better address the question of 
how O3 response interacts with drought response. 

In examining both tree growth and injury together, we found that tree vigor is compromised over 
the long term but also that the forest can recover from damage, albeit more slowly than the 
atmosphere can. The severity of foliar injury has lessened since 1991; remaining negative growth 
impacts may follow suit in the years to come. There is precedent for reversal of the effects of 
chronic pollution on forests, and if air quality continues to improve the Sierra may present 
another example (Battles et al. 2014, Likens et al. 1996, Thomas et al. 2013). But because trees 
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are very long lived and well equipped to endure centuries of adverse conditions, decades may 
pass before a change is realized (Bormann 1985, Smith et al. 2009). Injured trees now make up a 
transformed ecosystem that will carry a legacy of pollution impacts for many years to come and 
amplify the negative effects of fire suppression. Even at new extremes of anthropogenic air 
pollution, tree defenses are remarkably effective against chronic oxidative damage. Therefore, 
long term monitoring of both tree condition and forest O3 exposure is critical for understanding 
the consequences of air pollution beyond experimental settings. 

Though O3 is a relatively short-lived pollutant in the troposphere, the effects of chronic exposure 
are evident in the foliar injury and growth of trees over the long term. Decades of severe O3 
pollution have accrued in damage to ponderosa and Jeffrey pines in the southern Sierra Nevada, 
and exposure continues to cause harm at many sites. Though air quality in the region is now 
improving, impacts to forests are still emerging and diligent work is needed to perpetuate recent 
gains. Tree responses to common pollutants form an important component of overall vegetative 
response to global change. The linkages between exposure and environmental processes are the 
foundation for critical load thresholds and regulations that protect natural resources (Fenn et al. 
2011, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2014). With O3 exposure in global forests expected 
to tread the same path that these California forests have already traveled, understanding tree 
responses here will help anticipate atmospheric pollution effects that have yet to be realized.  
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FIGURES AND TABLES 
 

A)                              B)  

Figure 1  
A)   

Chlorotic mottle affecting Jeffrey pine needles under forest conditions. Mottle presents as pale yellow 
areas indicative of injury to internal tissues. Pale brown discoloration, visible at left, is generally caused by 
weather damage. Photo and map: S. Cousins 

B) 

Research sites, Sierra National Forest and Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks, California. 
Squares indicate long term study sites, 1991-2012: SL, Shaver Lake; GG, Grant Grove, and GF, Giant 
Forest. Circles indicate short term sites, added 2011-2012. FL, Florence Lake; HL, Huntington Lake; SC, 
Snow Corral; LO, Sugarloaf Basin; AT, Atwell Mill. (Photo: AQUA, September 2014) 
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Figure 2 
 
A) Ozone exposure (W12612, July-September) at Giant Forest (circles) and other southern Sierra Nevada 
sites, 1991-2013. Sites with intermittent monitoring include Grant Grove (triangles), Shaver Lake, Atwell 
Mill, and Snow Corral (diamonds), and most recently,  Florence Lake and Huntington Lake (squares). As 
of October 2015, the National Ambient Air Quality Standard for ozone provides protection equivalent to a 
limit of 17 ppm-hours in terms of a 3-year W126 index. See Supporting Information Tables 1-2 for 
additional detail. 

B) Mean ozone injury index (OII) declined from 1991-2012 at all long term sites: Giant Forest, Grant 
Grove, and Shaver Lake. OII is a weighted measure of tree injury; see Figure 2 for appearance of ozone 
damaged pine needles and Supporting Information 3. Ozone Injury Index for survey methods. 
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Figure 3 
Regression of tree injury (OII) on O3 exposure (W12624) The relationship across all observed trees is OII= 
0.33 (W12624) ± 0.08; R2=0.48, t=4.33, p<0.001. Gray shading indicates 95% confidence interval. With 4 
year cumulative W12624 (not pictured), the relationship strengthens: OII= 0.11(W12624) + 0.02; R2=0.60, 
t=4.78, p<0.001). Predicted summer O3 exposure per reference 32. 
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Figure 4 
Linear mixed effects model of relative growth rate (RGR), percent DBH per year, as related to ozone 
injury index (OII). Lines represent overall model relationship for a tree of median diameter within each 
species. Points indicate individual trees in periods 1991-2000 and 2001-2012. Ponderosa pine grows 
more rapidly than Jeffrey pine and is also more negatively affected by O3 injury. Equation summarizing 
the overall relationship is RGR = - 0.139 - 0.142 OII – 0.38(DBH) – 0.138(SPP) + 0.145(OII:SPP) ~ 1|ID 
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1. Research Site Details 

Each of the long term study sites (Giant Forest, Grant Grove, and Shaver Lake) includes 150 
trees in three 2 hectare plots of 50 trees each. Short term sites are arranged as either three 0.5-1.5 
ha plots of 20-30 canopy trees, or as a larger single plot with 50 canopy trees. Each air quality 
monitoring site is co-located with a forest monitoring sites, except at Sugarloaf Basin, which 
relies on air quality monitors at nearby Giant Forest. Coordinates and additional information on 
ozone monitoring is provided in Table SI-1. Injury surveys include 300 trees at high O3 exposure 
(Grant Grove, Giant Forest), 200 at moderate exposure (Shaver Lake, Snow Corral) and 253 at 
low exposure (Atwell Mill, Huntington Lake, Florence Lake, and Sugarloaf Basin). Diurnal 
variation in O3 concentrations for the long term sites is described in Van Ooy and Carroll (1995). 
The study region includes 5849 km2 within Class I designations, areas subject to stringent limits 
on air quality degradation.  

Recent estimates of total wet and dry deposition of nitrogen in the southern Sierra Nevada range 
from 1.4-5.5 kg N/ha/year (Panek et al 2013). Deposition is approximately one third each of N 
O3 -N, precipitation NH4-N, and HN O3 -N. The total deposition is elevated above background 
levels, particularly in locations south of this study area on the western slope. However, these 
research sites do not exceed 17 kg N/ ha/year, the critical load for nitrate leaching and tree root 
biomass loss in California mixed conifer forests. In some years, deposition may exceed 5 kg 
N/ha/year, the deposition rate that is a critical load threshold for sensitive lichen communities 
(Fenn et. Al. 2010). 

The surveyed forest plots are dominated by P. ponderosa and P. Jeffreyi. Forest soils are sandy 
loams derived from granitic parent material, and are generally less than a meter in depth to 
bedrock. Understory vegetation is a mix of montane shrubs, primarily pinemat manzanita 
(Arctostaphylos nevadensis  A. Gray), mountain whitethorn (Ceanothus cordulatus Kellogg), 
and bush chinquapin (Chrysolepis sempervirens Hjelmq.), at 30-70% cover.  
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2. Measuring O3 exposure 

 A. Air Quality Monitoring 

Ozone concentrations of ambient air were measured via UV absorption. Instruments included the 
Dasibi models 1003AH and 1008AH, 2B Technologies model 202, and Thermo Scientific model 
49C. In this method, air generally enters a sample inlet and is divided into two parts. The first is 
scrubbed, becoming the reference gas. The second part is not scrubbed and becomes the sample 
of ambient air. The intensity of UV light in each portion of air is measured by a detector. Then, 
the analyzer calculates O3 concentration on the basis of comparative UV adsorption of the 
reference and the sample. Within a time period dependent on the instrument, each air path is re-
measured, and the paths switched within the instrument so that they are measured by each 
detector. The resulting average concentration for the time period is then recorded.    

 B. W126 Index 
The W126 index is a cumulative, concentration-weighted index of O3 exposure that gives higher 
concentrations of O3 greater emphasis. In keeping with observations of effects on vegetation, 
concentrations over 70 parts per billion by volume are given more importance than low 
concentrations. The weights are applied to hourly concentrations during calculation of the index 
using a sigmoidal curve (1)(Lefohn and Runekcles 1987):  

(1)      𝑊126 = 𝑂3 ∗ � 1
1+�4403 ∗ 𝑒−126 ∗ 𝑂3�

 � 

The resulting weighted values, expressed in ppm-hours, are summed for each day. This sum may 
apply to either daylight hours (08:00 – 20:00, W12612) or the full 24- hour day (W12624). 
Cumulative sums of the daily totals form the index for each three-month period. The annual 
W126 index is identified either by a designated season (usually that with peak O3 concentrations 
for the region) or by the maximum 3-month index within each year. Three-year mean W126 
indices are also commonly reported.  

In this study, we express O3 exposure using both W12612 and W12624,  for ease of comparison to 
existing studies that use one or both approaches. The rationale for using 24 hour days in the 
index is that many plant species, including P. ponderosa and P. Jeffreyi, have significant 
nighttime stomatal conductance and resultant O3 uptake. Therefore, following the 
recommendations of the Federal Land Managers Air Quality Related Values Work Group (USFS 
et. al. 2010), we have conducted key analyses using W12624.   

The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) strengthened the primary and secondary 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for O3 to 70 parts per billion in October 
2015. This limit was set following extensive analysis of the environmental impacts expected 
from W12612 at 7, 11, and 15 ppm-hours. The establishment of a stronger secondary standard 
based on a cumulative index was also supported by the National Park Service as the basis for 
protecting sensitive vegetation. Although the EPA determined that “a cumulative, seasonal index 
was the most biologically relevant way to relate exposure to plant growth response,” due to other 
considerations the W126 metric was not used for the new NAAQS (US EPA 2015). The 70 ppb 
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limit is expected to provide ecosystem protections that are equivalent to a 3-year W126 index of 
17 ppm-hours.  

 

3. OII/Ozone Injury Index 

Injury of trees was assessed in the field following the Ozone Injury Index (OII) method (Miller 
et. al. 1996). The OII score for each tree combines four weighted parts: 1) proportion of leaf area 
with visible chlorotic mottle (Figure 1A, 40%), 2) retention of annual needle groups, known as 
whorls (40%), 3) percent live crown (10%) and 4) average needle length (10%)(Schilling and 
Duriscoe, 1996). Mottle on needles less than five years old and whorl retention are given greater 
emphasis based on their importance in photosynthesis physiology (Patterson and Rundel 1989). 
The highest possible OII is 100. OII=100 corresponds to a severely injured tree, with over 40% 
of leaf area affected by chlorotic mottle. OII=0 corresponds to an asymptomatic tree (no 
chlorotic mottle present). Observation of chlorotic mottle is required to generate any OII above 
zero. Therefore, no damage is attributed to pollution without the characteristic foliar symptoms 
also present%) (Schilling and Duriscoe, 1996). A tree’s OII score is based on measurement of 
five branchlets, each of which may retain needles originating 1-10 years prior. In long term plots, 
OII was repeatedly assessed in tagged trees (n = 450) six or more times from 1991 to 2013. Trees 
in short term plots were surveyed once in 2011, 2012, or 2013 (n = 245). Personnel varied in 
each summer field season; to ensure consistent application of the OII technique a developer of 
this method led field surveys in 1991-1994 and also provided technician training in 2011-2012.  
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Table A2 Ozone Exposure 

Year Site W12624 
ppm-hours 

W12624          
3 year mean 

W12612 
ppm-hours 

W12612          
3 year mean 

1989 GF 79.67 75.33 46.04 44.27 
1990 GF 80.06 83.65 40.19 46.58 

1991 GF 82.21 80.65 51.73 45.98 

1992 GF 97.50 86.59 55.87 49.26 

1993 GF 112.12 97.27 63.38 57.00 

1994 GF 104.03 104.55 51.36 56.87 

1995 GF 61.02 92.39 41.91 52.22 

1996 GF 100.93 88.66 53.93 49.07 

1997 GF 64.89 75.61 36.27 44.04 

1998 GF 61.12 75.65 42.24 44.15 

1999 GF 72.79 66.27 45.32 41.28 

2000 GF 48.95 60.95 23.04 36.87 

2001 GF 89.85 70.53 48.85 39.07 

2002 GF 134.25 91.02 69.02 46.97 

2003 GF 81.57 101.89 37.09 51.65 

2004 GF 72.53 96.12 41.90 49.34 

2005 GF 79.39 77.83 47.30 42.09 

2006 GF 83.62 78.51 45.60 44.93 

2007 GF 90.07 84.36 45.98 46.29 

2008 GF 95.51 89.74 49.10 46.89 

2009 GF 45.28 76.96 28.75 41.27 

2010 GF 42.47 61.09 26.54 34.80 

2011 GF 55.42 47.72 33.41 29.57 

2012 GF 70.80 56.23 40.75 33.57 

2013 GF 65.62 63.95 34.38 36.18 

1990 GG 79.12 NA 42.93 NA 

1991 GG 76.40 NA 45.67 NA 

1992 GG 89.51 81.68 47.18 45.26 
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Year Site W12624 
ppm-hours 

W12624          
3 year mean 

W12612 
ppm-hours 

W12612          
3 year mean 

1993 GG 82.30 82.74 47.53 46.79 
1994 GG 113.40 95.07 60.96 51.89 

1995 GG 66.17 87.29 40.50 49.66 
2007 GG 71.39 NA 35.86 NA 

2008 GG 65.51 NA 31.29 NA 

2009 GG 30.54 55.81 21.10 29.42 

2010 GG 45.53 47.19 25.62 26.00 

2011 GG 72.58 49.55 42.85 29.86 

2012 GG 98.83 72.31 52.44 40.30 

2013 GG 66.13 79.18 33.44 42.91 
1991 SL 46.51 NA 42.70 NA 

1992 SL 59.28 NA 39.43 NA 

1993 SL 60.25 55.35 48.31 43.48 

1994 SL 78.76 66.10 59.96 49.23 

1995 SL 10.68 49.90 10.23 39.50 

1996 SL 66.26 51.90 47.98 39.39 

1997 SL 45.58 40.84 33.09 30.43 

1998 SL 46.12 52.66 38.05 39.70 

1999 SL 50.58 47.43 38.03 36.39 

2000 SL 49.98 48.89 36.26 37.45 

2001 SL 50.80 50.45 38.01 37.43 

2002 SL 68.11 56.30 50.48 41.58 

2003 SL 17.31 45.41 16.72 35.07 

2004 SL 29.62 38.35 26.85 31.35 

2005 SL 1.62 16.18 1.53 15.03 

2007 SL 29.18 20.14 19.45 15.94 
2011 SL 15.72 NA 15.19 NA 

2013 SL 47.24 NA 23.40 NA 
1992 AT 95.17 NA 50.58 NA 

1993 AT 54.29 NA 38.97 NA 
1997 AT 78.51 NA 51.91 NA 
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Year 

 

Site 

 

W12624 
ppm-hours 

 

W12624          
3 year mean 

 

W12612 
ppm-hours 

 

W12612          
3 year mean 

 1998 AT 64.81 NA 47.78 NA 
1999 AT 102.24 81.86 60.33 53.34 
2000 AT 89.98 85.68 53.19 53.77 

2001 AT 90.64 94.29 49.63 54.38 

2002 AT 125.91 102.17 67.65 56.82 

2003 AT 74.92 97.16 40.81 52.70 

2004 AT 97.86 99.56 56.30 54.92 

2011 FL 7.61 NA 5.88 NA 

2012 FL 19.06 NA 13.11 NA 

2013 FL 23.84 16.84 16.53 11.84 

2011 HL 2.16 NA 2.13 NA 

2012 HL 8.91 NA 6.03 NA 

2013 HL 27.09 12.72 13.05 7.07 

2003 SC 37.69 NA 19.84 NA 

2004 SC 80.95 NA 34.54 NA 

2005 SC 1.97 40.20 1.14 18.51 

2007 SC 66.63 NA 27.06 NA 

GF: Giant Forest; GG: Grant Grove; SL: Shaver Lake; AT: Atwell Mill;  
FL: Florence Lake; HL: Huntington Lake; SC: Snow Corral.   
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Table A3 Tree Injury, 1991-2013 
Year  Site Mean 

OII 
Standard 
Error OII 

Trees 
surveyed 

Symptomatic 
trees 

Proportion 
symptomatic 

1991 Giant Forest 44.66 1.33 150 139 0.93 
1992 Giant Forest 41.74 1.55 150 136 0.91 

1993 Giant Forest 39.56 1.65 145 129 0.89 

1994 Giant Forest 43.94 1.37 143 139 0.97 

2000 Giant Forest 46.60 1.49 130 118 0.91 

2011 Giant Forest 33.86 2.01 92 79 0.86 

2012 Giant Forest 28.86 2.14 89 69 0.78 

1991 Grant Grove 40.84 1.52 150 142 0.95 

1992 Grant Grove 40.53 1.59 150 143 0.95 

1993 Grant Grove 38.96 1.60 149 136 0.91 

1994 Grant Grove 38.20 1.52 147 138 0.94 

2000 Grant Grove 38.53 1.60 135 125 0.93 

2011 Grant Grove 23.55 1.83 103 91 0.88 

2012 Grant Grove 19.53 1.85 103 76 0.74 

1991 Shaver Lake 19.26 1.71 149 76 0.51 

1992 Shaver Lake 19.49 1.79 150 71 0.47 

1993 Shaver Lake 21.07 1.63 142 93 0.66 

1994 Shaver Lake 8.48 1.44 145 31 0.21 

2001 Shaver Lake 11.29 1.64 144 39 0.27 

2011 Shaver Lake 10.67 1.79 81 29 0.36 

2012 Atwell Mill 8.34 1.88 45 22 0.49 

2013 Atwell Mill 12.44 2.66 30 19 0.63 

2011 Huntington Lake 3.19 0.85 50 13 0.26 

2011 Snow Corral  7.22 2.04 50 12 0.24 

2012 Sugarloaf Basin 0.30 0.23 38 2 0.05 

2011 Florence Lake 0.00 0.00 38 0 0.00 
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 Table A4 Probability of Survival 

  
Giant 
Forest 

Grant 
Grove 

Shaver 
Lake 

1991 1 1 1 

1994 0.973 0.922 0.991 

2002 0.874 0.969 0.980 

2012 0.847 0.891 0.971 

Kaplan-Meier survival probabilities for long term study sites. 
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CHAPTER 3 Forest ecosystem response to chronic 
stress: interacting effects of air pollution and 
climate on tree growth 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Forest ecosystems face a vast array of environmental stressors. Trees, long-lived and 
characteristically immobile, cope with stressors that ranges from the natural variation in weather 
and climate to large scale human alteration of atmospheric conditions (Aber et al. 2001, Allen et 
al. 2010). In order to understand the importance of environmental stressors to ecosystem 
processes, we must understand how trees respond to them alone and in combination, under 
realistic field conditions, and on meaningful time scales (Franklin et al. 1987). Characterizing 
responses to multiple stressors is essential because interactions among stressors are poorly 
quantified but can be powerful drivers of ecosystem change (Côté et al. 2016, Paine et al. 1998). 
In this study, we describe long term tree growth response to climatic conditions and ozone 
pollution exposure, conditions that impact forested ecosystems in California’s Sierra Nevada 
both individually and interactively. 

1.1 Forest growth responses to stress 
Growth is a key indicator of tree vitality and forest ecosystem condition. Because resource 
allocation in plants prioritizes primary growth, tree secondary growth is responsive to events and 
environmental factors that reduce tree vigor (Dobbertin 2005, Waring 1987). Variations in the 
tree ring record accurately reflect variations in net ecosystem productivity and carbon uptake by 
forests (Babst et al. 2013). Growth patterns are a direct product of photosynthesis, a fundamental 
ecological process, integrated over time in a measurable way (Clark et al. 2001, Schweingruber 
1996). Quantifying growth patterns in individuals can reveal emergent community-scale 
processes that are otherwise difficult to assess. This is especially true for long-lived tree species 
and the forest processes they shape. The degree and temporal distribution of changes to tree 
growth depends upon the stressor and its form of action (Fritts 1976). Ecosystem perturbations 
including stressors are often described as either pulse, a fast-acting and short lived change in 
conditions, or press, a sustained alteration of the environment (Bender et al. 1984, Ives and 
Carpenter 2007). Tree growth responses to pulse stressors are typically realized over one or a 
few growth rings. Successive pulse events can also contribute to accumulated declines over time. 
In contrast, the impact of press disturbances is more subtle, but persistent and often accumulating 
over the course of many years (Pedersen 1998a). Environmental stressors and growth losses 
predispose trees to damaging attacks by insects and pathogens and put affected trees at a 
competitive disadvantage (Manion 1991, Dobbertin 2005). Plant resources allocated to defense 
may also increase, further reducing labile carbon available for diameter growth. Ultimately, 
growth declines reduce tree vigor and contribute to mortality (Pedersen 1998a, Das et al. 2007).  

1.2 Compound environmental stress 
Myriad factors contribute to growth declines, and rare is the ecosystem stressor that acts in 
isolation. Simultaneous and successive stressors are a common occurrence: this pattern is 
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increasingly true for ubiquitous anthropogenic stressors like air pollution (Manion 1991, 
Niinemets 2010). In some systems, the compound effects of simultaneous and/or successive 
stressors cause dramatic shifts in community composition, trophic linkages, and overall 
ecosystem function, termed “ecological surprises” (Paine et al. 1998). Stressors can be defined as 
any natural or anthropogenic pressure that causes a quantifiable positive or negative biological 
response (Boyd and Hutchins 2012, Côté et al. 2016; Figure 1). Ecologists describe interactions 
among stressors as additive, antagonistic, or synergistic (Folt et al 1999). In a classic scenario 
where two effects are negative, an additive relationship is represented by simple linear addition 
of the isolated effects. Synergistic interactions are those in which the net effect is greater than the 
sum of its parts, and antagonistic interactions are those in which one factor negates the effects of 
another. Ecophysiological studies suggest that an antagonistic interaction may play out among 
forest stressors in the southern Sierra Nevada: late summer water limitation, triggering stomatal 
closure, prohibits uptake of ozone and precludes air pollution uptake, at least over short time 
scales (Bauer et al. 2000, Panek 2004). While detection and attribution of organismal responses 
to stressors are complex problems, describing these relationships reveals the realities of 
ecosystem function. The foundation for this understanding is the underlying response to each 
stressor.     

1.3 Influence of water limitation and related climatic conditions 
Water availability exerts strong controls on the growth and survival of trees. Increasingly warm 
and dry conditions have recently fostered die-off events across the North American West and in 
forests worldwide (Allen et al. 2010, Anderegg et al. 2015, Hicke et al. 2012). Water limitation is 
also a key driver in ongoing catastrophic forest mortality in California (Asner et al. 2016). 
Although species are adapted to the range of conditions in their native environment, deficits can 
lead to changes in growth, shifts in composition and structure, and altered forest function (Clark 
et al. 2016). Drought conditions arise as a consequence of higher than average temperature, 
lower than average precipitation, or both. High temperatures are a strong driver of water 
limitation in ecosystems; changes in temperature reflect modified growing season length, 
changes in water storage in soil and snow, and increased plant demand for water (Adams et al. 
2009, Williams et al. 2013). The timing and quantity of precipitation also shapes the magnitude 
and timing of tree growth. Climatic water deficit is a biologically relevant expression of plant 
water availability that quantifies unmet evaporative demand. Deficits, more so than merely 
temperature or precipitation alone, are well correlated with local forest type, particularly in the 
southern Sierra Nevada (Stephenson 1998, Lutz et al. 2010). Annual deficit has also been shown 
to be a key predictor of major growth declines in Douglas-fir and whitebark pine (Pseudotsuga 
menziesii, Pinus albicaulus; Littel et al. 2008, Millar et al. 2012). Recent developments in fine-
scale hydrologic modeling enable estimates of deficit and other climatic conditions at fine spatial 
resolution (270m pixels) throughout California (Flint et al. 2013), offering new possibilities in 
understanding growth responses to local climate.  

The stress of recurrent water shortages can permanently change growth trajectories and modify 
climate-growth relationships (Pedersen 1998b, Macalady and Bugmann 2014). Tree growth in 
climatic regions with well-defined annual droughts responds to prevailing conditions in earlier 
seasons. For example, trees in Mediterranean climates need access to soil water through hot, dry 
summers, and therefore rely on precipitation from the previous winter and earlier. In Sierra 
Nevada conifers, growth is typically dependent on winter precipitation and summer temperatures 
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during previous and current years; the specific timing varies within this extensive ecoregion 
(Yeh and Wensel 2000, Hurteau et al. 2007). A key determinant of water availability for the 
Sierra Nevada is forest density. Mixed conifer and low elevation pine forests have greater tree 
density and canopy cover than their historic analogs, driving greater demand for finite water 
resources (Stephens et al. 2015).  

1.4 Ozone pollution in forests 
Ozone is a secondary air pollutant that causes oxidative damage to plant tissues, disrupting the 
structures and mechanisms of photosynthesis (Matyssek et al. 2003). Across many species, trees 
exposed to elevated ozone demonstrate reduced carbon assimilation, lower root biomass, early 
leaf senescence, and loss of stomatal control (Ainsworth et al. 2012). Tropospheric ozone has 
increased about 200% within the last century, with forest damage documented across southern 
Europe, eastern China, Mexico, California, and the eastern U.S. (Braun et al. 2014, de Bauer and 
Hernández-Tejeda 2007, Feng et al. 2014, Karnosky et al. 2007). Concentrations are expected to 
climb to phytotoxic levels in the majority of global forests within the next century (The Royal 
Society 2008). The diagnostic response to ozone pollution in ponderosa and Jeffrey pines (Pinus 
ponderosa Dougl ex. Laws, Pinus jeffreyi Balfour) is a pattern of damaged and yellowing leaf 
tissue called chlorotic mottle (Figure 2). Other symptoms include shortened needle retention 
time, shorter average needle length, fewer annual whorls per branch, and decreased crown 
density (Kellomäki and Wang 1997, Grulke and Balduman 1999). In earlier work (Chapter 2), 
we observed annual relative growth losses of 12-25% in ponderosa and Jeffrey pines growing in 
severely polluted parts of the Sierra Nevada range. These forests experienced severe ozone 
exposure as early as 1970, and foliar injury was observed in the region shortly thereafter 
(Bytnerowicz et al 1999). Like other stressors, ozone can weaken trees and predispose them to 
damage by insects, and disease, and drought (USEPA 1980, Miller and McBride 1999, Allen and 
Brashears 2009). Individual tree responses integrate into transformative impacts on forest 
ecosystems, where they facilitate insect attack, increase fire risk, and suppress net primary 
productivity (Aber et al. 2001, Ainsworth et al. 2012, Bytnerowicz et al. 2003). 

Ozone originates from the reaction of nitrogen oxides and oxygen in the presence of sunlight and 
heat. Peak concentrations in the southern Sierra Nevada of over 120 parts per billion (ppb) occur 
in mid to late summer, while elevated levels sufficient to damage plant tissues (> 40 ppb) are 
present as early as May and sometimes into November. High summer temperatures, common in 
the San Joaquin valley, drive formation of ozone in the region while simultaneously driving 
water limitation in forests. Both ozone and water availability act directly upon plant growth 
mechanisms, and have the potential to propagate impacts to ecosystem scales (Ainsworth et al. 
2012, Allen and Breshears 1998). Yet, because they are linked through water, these two stressors 
have the potential to antagonistically interact at ecosystem scales. At the physiological level, 
measurements of gas exchange and photosynthesis have established that peak ambient ozone 
concentrations on the western slope of the Sierra Nevada do not correspond with peak ozone 
uptake through the stomata (Bauer et al. 2000, Panek 2004, Grulke et al. 2003). The divergence 
is attributable to patterns in stomatal closure triggered by seasonal and daily water limitation 
(Panek and Goldstein 2001). However, it is unknown whether the implications of lower ozone 
flux are evident in annual or long term growth, and also unclear if the effects are consistent 
across the landscape (Grulke et al 2002). These ecophysiological observations lead to a 
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compelling question: Does the annual summer drought in Sierra Nevada forests limit damage to 
the ecosystem from ozone pollution? 

1.5 Purpose & Hypotheses 
The goal of this study is to quantify tree growth responses to climatic stressors and chronic ozone 
exposure, both individually and interactively. These environmental stressors each separately 
influence Sierra Nevada forests, but in distinct and potentially interacting ways. We relied on 
annual growth records obtained from tree rings of Jeffrey pine trees sampled across a pollution 
gradient to document tree growth responses. We expected to observe lower relative growth rates 
in warm and dry years, expressed by both water availability and demand. Because water deficits 
in the region are strongly influenced by winter precipitation and soil water availability, we 
predicted that the climate-growth relationship would rely on prevailing conditions in both the 
early growing season and the previous year. A gradient of pollution exposure enabled our 
comparison of tree growth under minimum and elevated ozone levels, across sites with shared 
climatic conditions. Tree growth response to ozone is expected to be negative overall. Finally, 
tree growth response to the combined effects of climate and ozone pollution may be complex, as 
late summer water limitation can preclude ozone uptake at the leaf level. We expected that at a 
regional scale, the combined effects of these environmental stressors would be antagonistic, as 
opposed to additive or synergistic.   

2. METHODS 

2.1 Experimental design and study setting 
Our region-wide study was based on a network of sites stratified across a gradient of ozone 
exposure, with coupled assessments of air quality and forest conditions at each location. The 
network was designed as a natural experiment to assess forest response to air pollution, using 
patterns at sites where pollution has little influence to inform our understanding of sites where 
ozone pollution is a major ecosystem stressor (Figures 3-4). Ozone concentrations on the western 
slope of the southern Sierra Nevada range from summer averages well over 60 ppb, to low, 
background exposure levels of less than 30 ppb, not considered hazardous to vegetation (Panek 
et al. 2013a, Cisneros et al. 2010). Formation of the pollution gradient is driven by distance from 
emissions sources, diurnal mixing of upslope and downslope air parcels in the mountainous 
terrain, and breakdown of ozone molecules over time (Bytnerowicz et al. 2003). Montane conifer 
forests in the southern Sierra Nevada experience a Mediterranean climate with hot, dry summers 
and mild wet winters. Across the seven-site study, precipitation totals 930-1100 mm annually, 
with 30-60% falling as snow (Stephenson 1988, Western Regional Climate Center 2015). 
Ninety-five percent of rain and snow falls from October through May (Flint et al. 2013). 
Elevations span 1900 to 2300 m. 

Research locations were selected on the basis of the dominance and density of ozone sensitive 
pine species, shared annual exposure to climatic water deficits among all sites, and proximity to 
existing air quality monitoring infrastructure. Study sites were mixed conifer forests dominated 
by Jeffrey pine, with white fir (Abies concolor Lindley), incense-cedar (Calocedrus decurrens 
Florin), sugar pine (P. lambertiana Doug.), and black oak (Quercus kelloggii Newb.) also 
present (Figure 4). At Giant Forest and Grant Grove, study sites encompassed trees within a 
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research network active 1991-2001 that was established to study the long term effects of 
pollution on forests (Bytnerowicz et al. 2003, Arbaugh and Bytnerowicz 2003). Our research 
extended the sampling regime and spatial coverage of this work. Within sites, targeted study 
trees were mature pines over 20 cm diameter at breast height (DBH) from dominant, 
codominant, and open grown canopy classes. For both increment core collection and ozone 
injury monitoring, only trees lacking major pests, pathogens, and physical damage (exclusive of 
ozone injury) were sampled, according to established procedures for long term pollution 
monitoring (Miller et al. 1996). Each site consisted of 50-150 trees arranged in 1-3 plots. The 
forests are managed primarily as natural and recreational landscapes, with no record of timber 
harvest within the last 80 years. Low-severity fires have occurred within the past 20 years in 
portions of the Grant Grove, Sugarloaf Basin, and Atwell Mill sites, with limited physical 
impacts on the health of trees in the survey (Chapter 2 Appendix A-1). 

2.2 Field and laboratory methods 

2.2.1 Air quality monitoring and exposure index 
Ozone exposure was measured via ultraviolet absorption at six of the sites in our regional 
network. From 1984-2012, summer air quality monitoring was continuous at Giant Forest, active 
in more than 10 years at Grant Grove, Shaver Lake and Atwell Mill, and episodic elsewhere. At 
the sites with highest ozone exposures, monitors are on average within1 km of study plots 
(Chapter 2 Table A1). Exposure is calculated from 24-hour ppb measurements by the cumulative 
W126 index, which is weighted to emphasize known biological impacts at high concentrations 
(above 70 ppb; Lefohn and Runeckles 1987). The W126 exposure index is intended as proxy for 
effective flux, and thus the physiological drivers of ozone injury to vegetation (Musselman et al. 
2006). Previous studies in the southern Sierra Nevada have established that W126 is a strong 
predictor of injury to pines (Chapter 2; Arbaugh et al. 1998). The US National Ambient Air 
Quality Standard (NAAQS) for ozone sets a W126 limit of 17 parts per million hours (ppm-
hours; averaged over 3 years) for protection of ecosystems (U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency 2015). Grant Grove and Giant Forest regularly exceed this standard, averaging over 70 
ppm-hours for the duration of this study. Plots at Atwell Mill and Snow Corral sites have lower 
exposure, but exceed 17 ppm-hours on a regular basis. The sites with best air quality are 
Huntington Lake, Florence Lake, and Sugarloaf Basin, with average summer ozone exposure 
below 17 ppm-hours. 

2.2.2 Dendroecological collections and preparation 
At all sites, we identified trees that were suitable for both foliar injury surveys and core 
collection (canopy <10 m from ground level, no major disease damage or physical injuries). A 
minimum of 30 dominant, codominant, and open grown Jeffrey pines were cored at each site. 
Trees not limited by light are most responsive to climate variation (Clark et al. 2014). Typically, 
two 5.15mm diameter cores were obtained from each tree at breast height; one core per tree was 
collected from the sites sampled in 2011. All cores were collected in late summer from 2011-
2013, and sampling-year growth was excluded from chronology development. In sites 
established through earlier studies (Giant Forest and Grant Grove), all live trees included in the 
ozone injury study were cored.  

Preparation and measurement of increment cores followed the current best practices for 
dendrochronology. First, cores were dried and mounted for measurement, then prepared for 
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viewing with progressively finer grit sandpaper and polishing paper (150 grit through 600-1500 
grit), according to the methods developed by Stokes and Smiley (1968) and Fritts (1976). Rings 
were then counted and measured to 0.01 mm resolution using a dissecting microscope and 
sliding stage micrometer (Velmex Measuring System, Bloomfield, NY; Acu-rite encoder 
Heidenhain 178 Corp, Shaumberg, IL). All ring counts were checked independently by a second 
person, and every fifth core was fully remeasured by a second person. These repeated measures 
were used to assure that the overall error was less than 5% of the standard deviation of ring 
widths. With the aid of the computer program COFECHA (Holmes 1983, Grissino-Mayer 2001), 
we then constructed species-specific chronologies from the dominant, codominant, and open 
grown trees at each site. All cores were crossdated using these chronologies as a reference and 
COFECHA to help identify missing or misdated rings. The few trees from suppressed and 
intermediate canopy classes that were monitored for ozone injury were excluded from site-
specific chronologies. In trees with more than one increment core (the majority of individuals), 
the series were averaged.  

2.3 Analytical methods  

2.3.1 Chronology development 
From the site-specific chronologies, we developed two distinct regional chronologies: 1) a 
growth chronology from sites with the least ozone pollution (minimum ozone chronology); and 
2) a growth chronology for all trees at all sites (all sites chronology). The minimum ozone 
chronology was needed to establish climate dependency while minimizing the impact of ozone 
exposure. It included only individuals found at minimum ozone sites defined as having predicted 
summer mean ozone exposure << 45 ppb, as compared to > 60 ppb in excluded locations (Panek 
et al. 2013a). In the minimum ozone chronology tree growth was expressed as ring width indices 
(RWI). The all sites chronology was used to quantify ozone exposure dependency. It included all 
trees from across the ozone pollution gradient and annual tree growth was expressed as relative 
basal area increment (rBAI). After analysis of the chronology itself, data from individual trees 
was used for development of the growth model.  

Chronology development: minimum ozone   
After crossdating, cores with an overall shared correlation coefficient > 0.45 were used to 
develop chronologies. The resulting ring width series were then detrended to reduce the effects 
of age and endogenous disturbances prevalent among one or a few trees, but not expected to 
affect the whole region. We used ARSTAN software to standardize ring width measurements 
and minimize these trends within each series, applying a 50% frequency cutoff smoothing spline 
at 0.67% of total series length (Cook and Kairiukstis 1990). The chronologies used biweight 
robust mean estimation, giving large and small outliers the same statistical treatment. Rbar-
weighted variance stabilization was applied to reduce bias related to changing sample sizes 
(Osborn et al. 1997). The minimum ozone chronology has minimum sample size of n=10 
individuals to avoid potential variance bias in small samples. 

Chronology development: all sites  
After the crossdating procedures described above, a chronology of relative growth (rBAI) was 
developed from raw ring width measurements. BAI (mm2/year) was calculated assuming on a 
circular stem, with diameter inside bark calculated from outside bark DBH in the year cored, as 
in Equation 1: (Dolph 1984),  
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1)     𝐵𝐵𝐵 =  𝜋(𝑟𝑛2−  𝑟𝑛−12) 

when r is tree radius at the end of growth in year n (Biondi and Qeadan 2008). A mean 
chronology was calculated with biweight means in the Dendrochronology Program Library in R 
(Biondi and Qeadan 2008, Bunn et al. 2016). Because growth is strongly influenced by tree size, 
rBAI chronologies are applied in this analysis to eliminate age-related growth patterns while 
preserving episodic growth trends, which could be potentially tied to climate or pollution (Innes 
and Cook 1989, Bowman et al. 2013). To prevent negative BAI estimates, outer diameter 
calculations that resulted in negative juvenile growth were replaced with measurements 
beginning from pith (Rollinson et al. 2016). Relative BAI was calculated for each individual in 
each year by averaging annual increment of each tree and dividing by the basal area of the 
previous year. Equation 2: 

2)  𝑟𝐵𝐵𝐵 =   𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑛 ÷  𝜋(𝑟𝑛−1)2 

2.3.2 Growth-climate linkages 
Growth responses were quantified in a two-step analytical process. First, we described growth 
dependence on climate using minimum ozone chronology. Next, we joined this climate model 
with information on ozone exposure and late-season water limitation, as well as site and tree 
characteristics, to understand the influence of pollution and its interactions in climate context 
using the all sites chronology. An overview of these analytical steps is provided in Figure 5.     

Growth response to climate 
To characterize climatic influence on growth, we first selected climatic variables and examined 
their influence on growth in the region (Figure 5). This information was then used to form a suite 
of candidate models, which were vetted using an information theoretic approach. Monthly 
climate variables ‒ precipitation, deficit, and maximum temperature ‒ were selected a priori 
given their previously observed importance for tree growth generally (Cook and Kairiukstis 
1990) and specifically in this region (Royce and Barbour 2001b, Hurteau et al. 2007). Deficit, or 
total potential evapotranspiration minus actual evapotranspiration, is an expression of plant water 
stress and is known to predict vegetation distribution (Stephenson 1998). We included it to 
evaluate its utility for further understanding annual tree growth. Climate variables specific to 
each site were obtained from the monthly historic values (1896-2012) within the Basin 
Characterization Model, a biophysical model of monthly regional water balance (Flint et al. 
2013). Maximum temperatures are daily maximum values averaged over all days in the month 
(°C). Precipitation values are totals for the month (mm). The climate data is specific to 270 x 270 
m pixels; and site-based climate values are calculated as the average of plot values within each 
site. 

Using precipitation, temperature, deficit, and the minimum ozone chronology, we then examined 
the timing and variables that best describe climate dependency through a diagnostic correlation 
analysis. We applied the Seascorr tool to test correlations between tree rings and sets of two 
monthly climate variables, integrated over periods of variable length (1-9 months). Significance 
of climate correlations was assessed using a Monte Carlo approach and 99% confidence limits 
(Zang and Biondi 2015, Meko et al. 2011). Then, we constructed candidate models of growth: 
for each climate input variable in the diagnostic correlation analysis, we identified the three 
multi-month periods (“seasons”) with the greatest influence. Two are maximum correlations, and 
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one represents the longest duration of significant influence. Climate variables were summarized 
as means (deficit, temperature) or cumulative sums (precipitation). All combinations of these 
seasons, some overlapping, resulted in 20 candidate models. We compared model performance 
using Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC); among the highly ranked with equivalent AIC, the 
model with highest overall R2 was selected (Johnson and Omland 2004). This statistical analysis 
was carried out using package treeclim and specifically the Seascorr diagnostic routine (R Core 
Team 2016, Zang and Biondi 2015). 

2.3.3 Describing growth-ozone linkages 

Growth response to ozone exposure in local climate context 
In the second step of growth analysis, we examined response of tree growth to ozone pollution in 
the context of regional climate using a linear mixed effects approach (Figure 5). Mixed effects 
models are well suited for describing the factors affecting growth within this regional network, 
as random effects can statistically control for the expected variation among trees and sites 
(Crawley 2002). In each of the candidate models, relative growth from each tree included in the 
all sites chronology was the response variable, and the climate predictors identified in the first 
step served as fixed effects. To evaluate the influence of ozone, we employed ozone exposure 
parameters in all their possible combinations. These are: 1) ozone exposure (June-September 
W126 index), which describes concentration over time, 2) a proxy for late summer water 
availability (either deficit or maximum temperature, both June-September), and 3) a term 
describing the interaction between ozone and summer water availability. Either maximum 
temperature or deficit represents water availability in the candidate models because both closely 
predict dry season water potentials (Urban et al. 2000, Royce and Barbour 2001a). Evapo-
transpiration from mid-elevation Sierra Nevada forests is tightly coupled to summer temperature, 
a key component of deficit (Goldstein et al. 2000, Goulden et al. 2012, Stephenson 1998). The 
ozone exposure parameters are specific to June-September in the year of growth because this 
period, specifically the latter part, encompasses the disparity between ozone flux and uptake 
(Panek and Goldstein 2001, Panek 2004). Tree size and year of growth are the remaining fixed 
parameters in the model, included to capture the influence of size and autocorrelation in growth. 
The variation among trees and sites was accounted for with nested (trees within sites) random 
intercepts.  Because annual ozone exposure data is first available in 1984, the mixed effects 
analysis examined annual growth from 1984-2012. All predictor variables were scaled (mean = 
0, variance =1) before model fitting. Parameter estimates were calculated using restricted 
maximum log-likelihood (REML, Bates et al. 2015). As before, we used the ΔAIC to select the 
best model among the candidates (Johnson and Omland 2004).  
 
Performance of the final growth response model was assessed using the variance explained and a 
comparison of predicted versus observed annual growth. We assessed marginal and conditional 
R2, or the expression of the variance explained by the fixed effects and by the fixed and random 
effects together (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2013). We further diagnosed model fit by comparing 
the observed and model-predicted relative growth, as well as the distribution of these differences. 
We assessed the importance of key parameters and interactions within the growth response 
model using likelihood ratio tests. Likelihood estimates were calculated using REML, and p-
values for each effect were obtained by likelihood ratio tests of the final growth response model 
with and without the parameter of interest (Pinheiro and Bates 2000). We quantified the growth 
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impact of parameters in terms of unscaled relative growth (percent rBAI per year) under median 
conditions of all other predictors. Using results of these analyses, we then explored the 
implications of our findings by hindcasting tree growth responses to contrasting air quality 
scenarios. 

2.3.4 Interaction of ozone with summer water limitation  
To investigate the potential influence of ozone and summer water availability in interaction, we 
began with the likelihood ratio test described above. We then examined the response’s patterns 
in the context of covarying environmental conditions. We compared the observed magnitude and 
direction of growth response to a null model containing an additive response to the effects of 
ozone and summer temperatures (the selected proxy for water availability). The goal of this 
analysis was to specify the growth impacts of the ozone – water limitation interaction, and to 
describe whether the relationship has an additive, antagonistic, or synergistic effect on tree 
growth. Expected combined effects were based on the sum of stressor effects in isolation, with 
significant departures from the (null) additive effect representing antagonistic or synergistic 
interactions (Darling and Côté 2008). Effect size was calculated by varying each of the stressors 
independently by one standard deviation, keeping all other predictors at median values. The null 
model, an additive response, was computed from the sum of main effects in isolation (Gurevitch 
et al. 1992). Estimates for single and combined parameters were derived from REML estimates 
of the growth response model, with 95% confidence intervals computed from their likelihood 
profiles (Pinheiro and Bates 2000). Effect sizes were rescaled to the observed values for the 
purposes of visualization. All statistical analysis with the exception of chronology development, 
as noted, was carried out in the R statistical computing environment version 3.3.0 (R Core Team 
2016).  

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Climatic influence on growth 

3.1.1 Tree growth and regional climate  
The overall series intercorrelation for the minimum ozone chronology was 0.51, with a mean 
length of 83 years (Table 1). Seventy-seven individuals make up the chronology; sample depth at 
the start of climate data availability (1897) is n=10 trees. Across the five mid-elevation sites 
included in this analysis, canopy Jeffrey pines demonstrated a significant and shared response to 
climate over the last century. Climatic patterns showcased the strong annual summer drought 
(Figure 6). High precipitation years were driven by December-March rain and snow; summer 
temperatures and deficits peak in July and August. Responses to California’s 1976-77 drought 
(largest growth decline) and 1982 El Nino-driven rainy season (largest growth increase) were 
among the clearest patterns in the chronology (Figures 7 and 8). Variation across sites (selected 
for their shared climatic conditions) was limited as measured by annual totals (precipitation, 
deficit) or average maximum temperature (Appendix A, Figure A2). The frequency of “warm 
drought” years, defined as with years with both hot and dry conditions (> 0.5 SD temperature 
and precipitation) was 17% in the last 29 years (1984-2012), compared to 5.7% from 1897-1983. 
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3.1.2 Seasonality of growth response to climate  
Using the Jeffrey pine minimum ozone chronology, we examined seasonal response to climate 
over periods of 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 months, 1897-2012. In this diagnostic correlation analysis, we 
found that annual growth indices were consistently positively correlated with precipitation and 
negatively correlated with deficit and maximum temperature (α = 0.01). Temperature was 
significantly correlated in single-month windows; temperature and precipitation in 3-month 
windows, and all three climate variables seasons in longer than 5 months. For each of these 
variables, the number of significant periods increased with season length, and 9 month seasons 
had both the longest consecutive significant responses and the largest coefficients (Figure 9). 
Precipitation and deficit had similar overall timing in their influence on growth index. The 
strongest responses were in periods 7-9 months long, with highest correlations from the previous 
June through February of the calendar growth year. Temperature was also significantly 
correlated in summer and fall of the previous year, but for fewer consecutive periods. Using 
candidate models parameterized with the best primary correlations, we evaluated competing 
linear models of tree growth. Four models, all including summed June-February precipitation as 
a predictor, exceeded the performance of all others (ΔAIC to next best = 4.9, ΔAIC to first model 
including deficit in place of precipitation = 19.5). As these four were not differentiable in terms 
of AIC (ΔAIC < 2), we selected the model with the greatest variance explained (adjusted R2= 
0.29; Figure 10). The model form is:  

3: RWI ~ 0.99 + (0.06 × Ppt) + (-0.06 × Temp) + (-0.01× ( Ppt*Temp)) + ε 

for precipitation summed from the previous June through February and mean temperature from 
March through September of the previous year (Appendix A, Figure A3). Higher precipitation in 
the previous summer through winter was tied to larger ring width index, and higher temperatures 
in the previous year had the reverse effect. Specifically, the best climate model of annual ring 
width increment in 2012 depends on the total precipitation from June 2011 through February 
2012 and average maximum temperature from March 2011 through September 2011. 
Precipitation and temperature were significant (p << 0.01); although the interaction of 
precipitation and temperature was not a significant predictor on its own, it was ultimately 
included in the selected model on the basis of overall model AIC. Variation in relative growth 
predicted by the model increased above about 20°C maximum temperature (Figure 10). 

3.2 Ozone impacts on growth 

3.2.1 Growth model selection and performance 
The chronology from all seven sites across a regional gradient of pollution severity encompasses 
323 trees and spans 1984-2012, overlapping the ozone exposure record (Figure 11, Table 1). The 
linear mixed effects model that best explained relative growth response in the all sites 
chronology included the climatic variables selected above, ozone exposure, growing season 
summer temperature as a proxy for water availability, and the interaction of ozone exposure with 
growing-season summer temperature (Table 2). The covariables of tree size (DBH) and timing 
(year) were also included in the selected model. Total variance explained (conditional R2) for the 
selected model was 0.78; variance explained by fixed effects only (marginal R2) was 0.37 
(Appendix A Table A1). The model showed some inflation of variance with increasing relative 
growth, but otherwise met assumptions of normality in error distribution (Appendix A Figure 
A4). In examining model fit, we found that the distribution of predicted relative growth values 
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was not differentiable from those observed. The ΔrBAI, or difference between observed and 
predicted relative growth, was also centered at zero (Figure 12).  

3.2.2 Influence of individual stressors and environmental conditions  
The separate influence of each parameter on total relative growth was determined using a series 
of likelihood ratio tests (Table 3). In our model of tree growth, tree size was the most important 
fixed effect, with a likelihood estimate (-0.48) almost double that of the nearest predictors, ozone 
exposure and year (-0.24). Stressors specified in the model were climate (precipitation and 
temperature), ozone exposure, and growing season summer temperature. Ozone had the largest 
negative impact on growth, followed by previous year temperature (Figure 13, Table 3). 
Precipitation had a comparatively smaller and positive impact on growth (0.03). Both growing 
season summer temperature and its interaction with ozone were also significant and positive 
predictors of relative growth, although summer temperatures in their own right were not a 
significant influence in the regional climate response model (above). Of the random factors, the 
influence of variation among individuals was greater than that among sites.  

3.3 Interacting stressors: summer ozone and summer temperatures 
Initial likelihood ratio tests confirmed that both summer maximum temperatures and their 
interaction with ozone exposure were important predictors of relative growth (p<0.0001). The 
model indicates a changing response to ozone with increasing summer temperatures. Below 
average temperatures elicit moderate growth declines in response to ozone exposure (Figure 14, 
negative slope). For above average temperatures, growth has the opposite response, increasing 
with ozone exposure in a strong positive relationship (Figure 14, positive slope). This type of 
shift in response is diagnostic of interacting predictors.  

We described the type of interaction by comparing the observed growth response to a model with 
a linearly additive growth response, as in Figure 1, part B. The relative growth rate at an ozone 
exposure of +1 standard deviation above the median, (81.2 ppm-hours), was 1.96% yr-1 ± 0.08%. 
Growth in response to +1 standard deviation increase in summer high temperatures (28.6 °C) 
alone was higher than typical growth, at 2.55± 0.05%. This is consistent with the definition of 
stressor as a driver with negative or positive impact (Boyd and Hutchins 2012, Côté et al. 2016). 
The predicted annual growth response with ozone and temperature interacting was 2.26 ± 0.16%. 
This was a significantly higher growth rate than expected from the sum of individual ozone 
exposure and summer temperature responses. The direction and magnitude of this departure from 
the expected additive response indicated that an antagonistic interaction takes place between 
ozone exposure and water limitation (Figure 15).  

4. DISCUSSION 

4.1 Key outcomes 
Our evidence supports the contention that California’s summer drought limits the negative 
impact of ozone pollution on the growth of Jeffrey pine trees. The design of our field study in the 
southern Sierra Nevada allowed us to isolate the common climatic drivers of tree growth from 
the effects of air pollution. We found that growth in mature Jeffrey pines is dependent on 
precipitation and spring-summer temperatures in the previous year. Importantly, trees exposed to 
elevated ozone also demonstrated lower relative growth rates when their typical growth 
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responses to climate were accounted for. These growth losses, attributable to a chronic 
anthropogenic stressor and modified by prevailing environmental conditions, may facilitate 
further changes to forest processes.  

4.2 Implications and mechanism of the ozone-water limitation interaction 

4.2.1 Implications  
As ecologists, we often are concerned about the possibility of synergies amongst interacting 
stressors because such interactions can cause unpredictable outcomes, with tremendous potential 
to degrade ecosystems (Côté et al. 2016, Paine et al. 1998). However, antagonistic interactions 
amongst ecological actors are a more common case, and they too have widespread ecosystem 
implications – sometimes just as surprising (Darling and Côté 2008). Particularly with respect to 
global change agents, antagonistic relationships such as the one observed here have the potential 
to alter expected response to stressors, with widespread implications – for example, higher than 
expected annual growth rates in trees. Accounting for interactions and understanding the 
mechanisms driving these relationships will help more accurately predict their ecological 
responses (Rollinson et al. 2016).  

4.2.2 Mechanisms and patterns of antagonistic interaction 
Antagonistic interactions between ozone and prevailing climatic conditions led to a lessened 
overall growth impact from this common pollutant (Figure 15). Detailed physiological and 
atmospheric observations in ponderosa and Jeffrey pine stands show that water limitation, and 
specifically, stomatal closure, is the probable mechanism for this interaction (Bauer et al. 2000, 
Panek 2004, Ustin 2004). There is a clear divergence between ozone flux to needles and ambient 
concentration in water limited conditions, particularly during late summer (Panek and Goldstein 
2001, Fares et al. 2013). Stomatal conductance is tightly controlled by leaf water potential, and 
stomatal resistance is the major influence on the transfer of any gas, including ozone, to 
vegetation (Baldocchi et al. 1987, Panek 2004). Jeffrey pine conductance and cambial growth 
largely stops when predawn water potentials surpass -0.7 MPa (Royce and Barbour 2001b). 
Accordingly, summer ozone uptake parallels canopy conductance: as water potentials reach this 
threshold, on average around Julian date 200 (mid-July), stomatal closure reduces ozone flux. 
Therefore, the tight link between summer maximum temperature and water availability results in 
the observed interaction between temperature and growth impacts from ozone.  

The consequences on tree growth of this interaction will vary on the landscape according to local 
water availability and diurnal patterns in ozone concentration and uptake. Importantly, trees in 
mesic sites or with access to deep water may not experience the drop in ozone flux brought on by 
stomatal closure. Under dry conditions these individuals would continue photosynthesis, at the 
cost of additional pollution damage (Grulke et al. 2003). Ozone flux and concentration are also 
decoupled diurnally, with lower fluxes than concentrations beginning in late afternoon and 
lasting into evening (Bauer et al. 2000). The impact of this daily difference will vary depending 
on the diurnal pattern in ambient ozone concentration at a given site and the daily and seasonal 
timing of ozone flux (Kurpius and Goldstein 2003, Van Ooy and Carroll 1995). 

However, in other ecosystems the interaction of ozone exposure and water use plays out much 
differently: Sun and others (Sun et al. 2012) observed watershed-scale increases in water use in 
polluted forests, facilitated by loss of stomatal control and runaway transpiration. “Sluggish” 
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stomatal control is caused by physical breakdown in the guard cells and membranes that grant 
osmotic control of the stomatal pore. This type of response to oxidative damage is more often 
prevalent in angiosperms than gymnosperms (Heath et al. 1997, Karnosky et al. 2007, Matyssek 
et al. 2003; cf. Kellomäki and Wang 1997). While Sierra Nevada forests will sustain greater 
pollution impacts when water is not limiting, Appalachian hardwood forests sustain greater 
pollution impacts in years of drought (McLaughlin et al. 2007). The relationship between 
climate, ozone, and growth is clearly context dependent. Thus characterizing the ecosystem-
specific implications of interacting stressors is essential for understanding the full complexity of 
responses to compound stress and also for reducing uncertainty in dynamic vegetation models.   

4.3 Climatic controls on tree growth  

4.3.1 Precipitation and temperature  
Growth in Jeffrey pines is dependent on climate of the previous year and preceding wet season, a 
common pattern in trees of Mediterranean climates generally and of Sierra Nevada forests 
specifically (Andreu et al. 2007, Fritts 1976, Yeh and Wensel 2000). The influence of rain and 
snow on growth is most evident from June of the previous year through February. Fall and 
winter precipitation clearly form the bulk of this supply: water stored in soil and bedrock fissures 
is an essential resource during the following growing season (Hubbert et al. 2001, Holbrook et al. 
2014). The importance of previous summer rains to growth is likely manifested via water 
available for late-season bud formation and storage of non-structural carbohydrates, which 
facilitate rapid growth in the following spring (Kozlowski et al. 2012). Temperatures are most 
influential spanning March through September of the previous year, with higher spring and 
summer temperatures driving lower growth rates in the following year. In this water-limited 
system, the importance of temperature to growth similarly reflects water availability. Cool and 
moderate temperatures enable lower transpiration rates, longer growing seasons, and storage of 
carbon, resources utilized for rapid post-snowmelt growth the following year (Royce and 
Barbour 2001b). Under the warmest spring and summer conditions, water is limiting to late-
season storage and growth in the following year reduced. Though the timing of growth shifts as 
elevation increases, directional relationships with precipitation and temperature are consistent 
within the mixed conifer forest type (Fowells 1941,Yeh and Wensel 2000). 

4.3.2 Climatic water deficit 
Although climatic water deficit did influence annual tree growth (Appendix A Figure A1), at 
these sites we found that cumulative seasonal deficits did not explain as much variation as mean 
temperature or cumulative precipitation. Yet, deficit is a strong predictor of mortality and of 
patterns in vegetation distribution (Das et al. 2013, Lutz et al. 2010). We attributed the 
comparatively lower importance of deficit to two possible factors. First, our research sites were 
intentionally selected to have similar average deficits across the regional network. This design 
choice facilitated comparison of trees across the region on the basis of their shared response to 
climate. Unavoidably, it also muted variation in deficit amongst sites and trees. A second 
explanation is that deficit indexes evaporative demand that is not met by available water, 
integrating both water storage and demand (Stephenson 1998). While storage at the ecosystem 
scale is effectively captured in deficit calculations (Flint et al. 2013), fine-scale storage relevant 
to individual trees is shaped by local factors, including soil thickness (Meyer et al. 2007). Local 
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exceptions to deficit not captured in deficit calculations – for example, trees with access to late-
season water or locally deep soils – may also foster insensitivity to this climatic indicator.  

4.3.3 Growing season summer temperature 
Growing season summer temperature, a factor included because of its potential interaction with 
ozone, has an influence on growth distinct from the influence of previous year temperature. We 
found that higher maximum summer temperatures had a small positive influence on relative 
growth (Figure 14, Table 3), a pattern also apparent in previous work on Jeffrey pine (Royce and 
Barbour 2001b). Response to summer temperatures likely reflects growing season length; with 
available water, trees typically continue some growth into late summer and fall. Since apical 
growth and internode number depend on conditions when primordia are formed, previous 
March-September temperatures have a larger negative effect than the positive one seen in the 
current summer (Kozlowski et al. 2012, Pavlik and Barbour 1991, Royce and Barbour 2001b, 
Williams et al. 2013). To be clear, growth of tree rings takes place predominantly in spring and 
early summer. Therefore, previous year temperatures and winter precipitation, which are the 
major influences on supply of water and resources for formation of primordia, have the strongest 
climatic influence on growth. Secondarily, summer temperatures within the dwindling growing 
season drive evapotranspiration and indicate the onset of stomatal closure. It is as a proxy for 
late-season water potential that we are interested in the interaction of temperature with ozone 
exposure. 

4.4 Growth response to ozone  

4.4.1 Quantifying growth response 
We observed an overall negative impact of ozone pollution on tree growth under field conditions 
in the southern Sierra Nevada, even when antagonistically interacting with high summer 
temperatures. In our growth model, predicted growth at zero ozone exposure (0 ppm-hours), with 
all other conditions at their observed median, is 3.25% annually (Figure 13). By contrast, growth 
in high ozone conditions, (+1 SD, 81.2 ppm-hours), corresponds to relative growth rates of 
2.27% annually, a difference of 30%. We see similar growth differences in a simulated scenario 
of compliance with the current NAAQS for ozone. Jeffrey pines at Giant Forest and Grant 
Grove, two severely impacted sites in Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks, have average 
observed growth rates of 1.38% per year from 1984-2012, with typical ozone exposure of 75.5 
ppm-hours during that period. Lowering the mean ozone exposure to 17 ppm-hours, the current 
NAAQS threshold for protection of ecosystems and people, increases predicted growth rates to 
1.65%, a gain of 19% (Figure 16). Notably, the difference between these rates has declined 
through time, averaging 0.38% in 1991-2000 and 0.14% in 2001-2012. This tapering difference 
in growth rates under polluted versus compliant air quality, from 23% relative growth loses in 
the 1990s to 8.4% in the 2000s, closely matches improvements in air quality over the same time 
frame (Chapter 2, Table A2; National Park Service Air Resources Division 2015, San Joaquin 
Valley Air Pollution Control District 2010). The predicted growth losses are also remarkably 
similar to observed measures of growth response, which we characterized via long term re-
measurement of trees and visible ozone injury (up to 24%;  Chapter 2 Figure 4).  

4.4.2 Related findings on ozone impacts  
While past estimates of pollution-driven growth losses in Jeffrey and ponderosa pines vary 
considerably, they are in many ways consistent with our observations. Under field conditions, 
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Peterson and others recorded growth losses of 11% in mature Jeffrey pines from polluted areas 
of Sequoia National Park (Peterson et al. 1987). A similar dendroecological study of ponderosa 
pines throughout the Sierra Nevada, however, found no clear evidence of growth impacts 
(Peterson et al. 1991, Peterson and Arbaugh 1988). Arbaugh and others observed declines in BAI 
in the San Bernardino Mountains ranging from 7.8–23.2% during 1950-1974, a period of 
extreme air pollution in the region. In this system with many stressors, they attributed these 
changes to the compound effects of ozone, drought, and nitrogen deposition (1999). Growth 
losses under experimental conditions are typically larger, but have been assessed primarily in 
juvenile trees with rapid pollutant uptake (thoroughly reviewed in U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency 2014 and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2013). For field studies, attributing 
growth losses to ozone has proven difficult, in part due to the complexity of controlling for other 
influences on growth (Gemmill et al. 1982, Matyssek et al. 2012). Researchers have used both 
temporal isolation (before and after ozone exposure) and experimental controls (as in Free-Air 
Carbon dioxide Enrichment sites) to understand ecosystem patterns. We met this challenge by 
leveraging an existing gradient in ozone pollution in our research design, allowing comparison of 
tree growth under otherwise comparable climatic conditions.  

4.4.3 Additional environmental interactions 
Two important additional factors to consider in this study and in ozone response studies more 
broadly are nitrogen deposition and forest structure, both of which can manifest as additional 
ecosystem stressors. Although nitrogen deposition is elevated above natural levels in the 
southern Sierra Nevada, the forest sites in question do not exceed the critical load for nitrate 
leaching or tree root biomass loss in California mixed conifer forests (17 kg N/ ha/year, Panek et 
al. 2013b, Fenn et al. 2003, Fenn et al. 2010). Sites nearest pollution sources do likely exceed 5 
kg N/ha/year, however, the critical load threshold for sensitive lichen communities. It is therefore 
possible that our ozone gradient is also a shallow nitrogen gradient. Additional nitrogen inputs 
could be expected to exacerbate existing ozone impacts by accelerating needle senescence, 
increasing susceptibility to bark beetle attack, and increasing risk of fire spread; they may also 
mask growth effects to some degree (Eatough Jones et al. 2004, Grulke 2009, Takemoto et al. 
2001). 

Southern Sierra Nevada mixed conifer forests are also notably denser and have lower fire 
frequency compared to their historical analogs (McKelvey et al. 1996, Parsons and Debenedetti 
1979, Stephens et al. 2015). The absence of fire or active harvest increases water limitation, with 
impacts expected on overall tree vigor as well as stomatal behavior, amongst many other changes 
to forest dynamics (Gray et al. 2005, McIntyre et al. 2015). Our research sites are undoubtedly 
modified by this management legacy, which could reduce overall growth rates while also 
amplifying the importance of the interaction between ozone and water limitation. Many mixed 
conifer stands in the wider region have seen dramatic increases in small tree density over the last 
half century. Canopy cover increased 25-49% from 1911 to present in parts of Sequoia National 
Forest, nearby to the south, and the pattern of ingrowth by white fir is common in many sites 
along the western slope (Levine et al 2016, Knapp et al. 2013, Stephens et al 2015). Density and 
composition change in the well-drained, open Jeffrey pine stands such as those in our study (17-
28 m2/ha, Figure 4), however, is comparatively small. Low density and high structural variability 
may combine for increased resilience in these stands, and in some cases, they even have 
continued presence of low intensity fire (Collins et al. 2007, Stephens and Gill 2005). The mixed 
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conifer forests of the San Bernardino mountains provide an example of the combined ecosystem 
effects of ozone, nitrogen deposition, long term fire suppression, and drought. These forests, 
having first demonstrated marked growth impacts, eventually sustained bark beetle irruptions, 
high litter loads, nitrate leaching, widespread mortality, and eventual shifts in community 
composition (Arbaugh et al. 1999, Grulke et al. 1998, McBride and Laven 1999, Miller et al. 
1998).  

4.5 Impacts of chronic stress on trees and forests 

4.5.1 Effects of resource alteration  
Ozone pollution has reduced tree growth in polluted southern Sierra Nevada forests, potentially 
for over forty years. Tropospheric ozone, like other drivers of global change, is characterized not 
only by its human origin, but also by its continuous and directional press disturbance of 
ecosystems (Bytnerowicz et al. 2013, Ives and Carpenter 2007). This press disturbance, a long 
term reduction in air quality, is now a chronic resource alteration of the forest ecosystem. 
Chronic resource alterations can ultimately lead to modified ecosystem function and 
reorganization, through both direct and indirect effects (Smith et al. 2009). Higher order impacts 
and non-linear ecosystem change begin with individual level effects, such as the tree growth 
responses we have described here. In light of the substantial impacts we observed, it is 
appropriate to evaluate the potential life history and community implications of long term growth 
reductions.  
 
Growth indicates tree vitality. Reduced growth rates generally, and oxidative damage 
specifically, lead to greater susceptibility to disease and damaging attacks by bark beetles and 
defoliators (Chappelka and Grulke 2016, Krupa et al. 2001, Miller et al. 1998). Slower growing 
trees are also more vulnerable to common pathogenic fungi (James et al. 1980, Fenn et al. 1990). 
Tree growth reductions can become self-reinforcing, with initial declines creating positive 
feedback loops of increasing loss, often mediated by competition or a biological agent. Long 
term reductions in growth are known to increase likelihood of individual tree mortality (Pedersen 
1998a, Das et al. 2007). For example, in Sierra Nevada ponderosa pines, long term (previous 10 
years) growth trends are a key control on the probability of mortality (Collins et al. 2014). The 
influence of growth reductions on mortality is typically as a secondary, contributing factor as 
opposed to as a primary agent (predisposing versus inciting, sensu Manion 1991;  Pedersen 
1998b). However, a history of reduced relative growth rates can also mean lower capacity for 
resilience and recovery when trees face acute stressors (Lloret et al. 2011). Even in the absence 
of mortality outcomes, differential effects of press disturbance can also alter interspecific 
interactions (Schmitz 1997). All else being equal, for Sierra Nevada mixed conifer forests with 
long term growth losses in Jeffrey pine, advantages may accrue to sugar pine and incense-cedar, 
the least sensitive co-occurring species, and white fir, which is intermediate in ozone sensitivity 
(Miller et al. 1983). White fir is already favored by long term fire suppression, while sugar pine 
currently suffers elevated mortality rates due to an introduced pathogen. The disproportionate 
impacts of ozone on juvenile trees, which take up ambient air at greater rates, could exacerbate 
community composition effects (McBride and Laven 1999, Pye 1988). In sum, resource 
alteration in the form of ozone pollution is among the many chronic alterations that pose of risk 
of pushing ecological systems along novel trajectories of change (National Research Council 
2001, Smith et al. 2009).  
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4.5.2 Chronic stress compounded 
Our study has specifically examined the interaction between ozone and annual late-summer 
water limitation, but the stressors and their outcomes in the ecosystem may also combine with 
still other factors. There is increasing awareness that novel combinations of anthropogenic 
stressors, especially in ecosystems with chronic resource alteration, may compromise ecosystem 
resilience or facilitate shifts to new states (Darling and Cote 2008). The southern Sierra Nevada 
today is host to both chronic anthropogenic air pollution and the most severe drought in centuries 
(Griffin and Anchukaitis 2014). We know that as of 2012, before onset of the drought, chronic 
stress from ozone pollution had produced long term growth impacts in pines. By the summer of 
2016, upwards of 66 million trees had succumbed to drought and bark beetle attacks in the Sierra 
Nevada. Mortality is most severe in Sierra National Forest, Sequoia National Park, and Sequoia 
National Forest, and water stress is widespread (Asner et al. 2016). We believe that in the areas 
most impacted by pollution, the effects of this chronic anthropogenic stressor have heightened 
the already-high risk of drought-induced mortality. Clearly, drought alone would have had 
substantial mortality effects. Forest densification and fire suppression have certainly also 
contributed to competition for limited water resources. But even considering these factors, 
gradual environmental change through degradation of air quality has undeniably set the stage for 
severe ecosystem impacts during this rare climatic event (Smith et al. 2009). 

4.5.3 Long term anthropogenic environmental change 
Ozone is just one of the many long term anthropogenic stressors that have the potential to 
incrementally degrade ecosystems (Ainsworth et al. 2012, Bytnerowicz et al. 2013). Most do not 
make environmental headlines. The long term, often subtle change of press disturbances and 
chronic stressors makes their influence notoriously difficult to detect in brief study, but all the 
more important for explaining underlying patterns and processes in the environment. Drivers of 
global change like carbon dioxide, nitrogen emissions, and methane often share these signature 
low and slow attributes. While ecologists may not be surprised to find that a small long term 
change in an invisible gas has the capacity to alter an ecosystem process, understanding the 
implications and interactions of these subtle stressors is critical to understanding our changing 
world. The work of disentangling these interactions also provides a fascinating window into the 
connections that can make ecosystems simultaneously resilient and vulnerable. As ozone 
pollution becomes increasingly widespread globally, its long term impacts in California forests 
might serve as a reminder that the ecosystems rarely adhere to human timescales, nor do they 
readily reveal their ills. “We are never justified in assuming a force to be insignificant because its 
measure is unknown, or even because no physical effect can now be traced to it as its origin. The 
collection of phenomena must precede the analysis of them” (Marsh 1864).  
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Figure 2 
Chlorotic mottle and other damage on Jeffrey pine needles. Chlorotic mottle presents as irregular 
yellowing in the cells. This injury is a specific bioindicator of ozone damage. It can be distinguished 
from insect and weather damage by subtle differences in color, pattern, and light transmission. Photo: 
S. Cousins  

Figure 1 
Conceptual examples of compound effects in negative (A) and opposing (one negative, one positive) 
(B) response scenarios. N represents normal conditions with no stressor effects. A, B, and A+B show 
stressors acting alone and in additive (non-interactive) combination. Shaded zones in A:B illustrate how 
interactive characteristics of an observed response would be described as additive, antagonistic or 
synergistic based on the net observed effect of compound stressors. Note that the boundaries of the 
classifications are dependent on isolated effects. Visualization adapted from Crain et al 2008 and Cote 
et al 2016.  
       A)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             B)  
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Figure 3  
Research sites, Sierra National Forest and Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks, California. 
Squares indicate long term study sites, 1991-2012: GG, Grant Grove, and GF, Giant Forest. Circles 
indicate short term sites, added 2011-2012. FL, Florence Lake; HL, Huntington Lake; SC, Snow 
Corral; LO, Sugarloaf Basin; AT, Atwell Mill. Photo: AQUA 2014 

Following pages: 
 
Figure 4  
Research sites and personnel: A, Sugarloaf  Basin plot 2; B, Florence Lake with Debra Swenson 
measuring Ozone Injury Index; C, Grant Grove plot 2, Peter Larson and Debra Swenson clipping 
needles; D, Sugarloaf Basin plot 3; E, Giant Forest plot 1, John Sanders enthusiastically measuring 
DBH; and F, Huntington Lake, the author recording measurements. Photos: S. Cousins and D. 
Swenson. 
 
Figure 5  
Schematic diagram of analytical steps following ring-width and relative basal area increment 
chronology development. Analysis proceeds in two main steps: the first describes tree growth in 
response to climate alone, using the minimum ozone chronology. Once the climate terms are identified 
by model selection, they become an integral component of the next step.  
The second step describes tree growth in response to climate and ozone exposure, while controlling 
for site and tree characteristics. This stage uses the all sites chronology: all canopy trees at all ozone 
exposures. Ozone fluxes are potentially related to late summer water availability, so we include both 
predictors to examine their interaction with respect to growth. The second stage ends with model 
selection via AIC, followed by three types of model fit and performance testing. 
Data shaded with concentric circles signifies indices of tree ring growth. Data shaded dark grey 
signifies variables that were considered but not selected for incorporation in a growth model (deficit). 
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Figure 4 (see caption preceding pages) 
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 Figure 5 (see caption preceding pages) 
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Figure 7 
Annual variation and five year mean maximum temperature, precipitation, and climatic water deficit. 
Temperature is averaged over 12 months, precipitation and deficit are cumulative January through 
December (Flint et al 2013). Note large interannual variation and shared variation between 
temperature and deficit.  

Figure 6 
Monthly variation in maximum temperature, precipitation, and climatic water deficit in the southern 
Sierra Nevada. Unweighted average of all study sites. Data spans 1897-2012 (Flint et al 2013). 
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Minimum Ozone Chronology and 5 Year Mean 

Figure  8 
Ring width index chronology for Jeffrey pine at minimum ozone sites (< 45 ppb summer 
average). Smoothed green line is 5 year mean. Sample depth (grey shading) indicates 
number of tree ring series, indicated at right hand axis. Note prominence of 1976-77 drought 
and 1982 El Nino year. Minimum ozone sites include: Florence Lake, Sugarloaf Basin, 
Huntington Lake, Snow Corral, and Atwell Mill.  
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Figure 11 
All sites, relative growth (%/ year in rBAI) for each site and overall mean relative growth, 1984-2012. 
Note that Giant Forest and Grant Grove (GF, GG), the two most severely polluted sites, have relative 
growth rates consistently below the mean. Values are measured rates. Site abbreviations: AT Atwell 
Mill; FL Florence Lake; HL Huntington Lake; LO Sugarloaf Basin; SC Snow Corral.  

Figure 10 
Predicted growth response to previous June through February cumulative precipitation 
and previous March through September mean maximum temperature. Thin lines depict 
predicted relative growth in the selected climate effects model, Ring Width Index = Precip + Temp + 
Precip*Temp. Variation in response to high temperatures may be driven by varying soil moisture 
conditions.   
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Figure 12 
Above: probability density function of relative basal area index for Jeffrey pine relative growth (rBAI) as 
predicted by the selected linear mixed effects model (black/grey) and as observed (green). Below: 
distribution of differences between predicted and observed values; note distribution is centered at 
zero. 
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Figure 13 
The influence of each fixed effect in isolation on predicted relative growth, based on the linear mixed 
effects model of relative growth. Values (%/year in relative basal area index) are predicted using the 
full model, varying each isolated fixed effect across its full range while holding all other effects at their 
observed median values. Random effects are also set at median values (zero).  

Clockwise from upper left: growth steeply declines with increasing ozone exposure (W126 ppm-hours), 
and increases slightly with summer maximum temperature (June-September); increases with 
precipitation in the previous June through February; and decreases with temperature of the previous 
year (March-September). Fixed effects estimates and confidence intervals, Table 3.  
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Figure 14 
Response of predicted growth (percent relative basal area index) to ozone exposure at two levels of 
summer water limitation: maximum temperatures below the 1984-2012 mean (< 22.3 degrees C) and 
maximum temperatures above the mean (> 22.3 degrees C). Effects shown are observed values in 
the selected linear mixed effects model, with all other fixed effects at median values. At lower 
temperatures, increasing ozone exposure leads to lower predicted tree growth rates, with many 
observations at very low exposure and growth above 2.5% annually. At temperatures above the mean, 
growth increases with rising temperatures, the opposite effect. This shift may be attributable to the 
difference between ambient ozone concentration and total ozone flux made possible through stomatal 
closure at high temperatures. 
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Figure 15 
Predicted effects of ozone exposure and summer maximum temperature, a proxy for water 
availability, individually and interactively. Each isolated effect size is estimated using a fixed effect 
value one standard deviation beyond the mean and all other variables are held at median values. 
The Ozone + Temp (Expected) term represents the null hypothesis, a linearly additive sum of the 
isolated effects, as in Figure 1. The full linear mixed effects model of growth, based on our tree ring 
and ozone exposure observations, predicts relative growth outside the expected additive range (see 
Ozone + Temp (Observed)). Note that temperature elicits a small positive response in this case, as 
in Figure 1 part B. The shaded bar at right depicts a classification of interaction types based on the 
relative differences and confidence intervals of the isolated and additive effects, per Crain et al., 
2008 and Côté et al., 2016. The difference between the additive (expected) range the observed 
growth rate indicates that the interaction of ozone exposure and summer maximum temperature is an 
antagonistic one.   
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  Figure 16 

Growth response to ozone exposure at Giant Forest and Grant Grove, 1984-2012. Two responses to 
ozone exposure are shown: in black, the predicted relative growth rate at observed ozone exposure 
(averaging 75.5 ppm-hours). In green, the predicted growth response with ozone exposure simulated 
at an average of 17 ppm-hours, the 3 year mean National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for 
protection of ecosystems and people from ozone damage. This simulated exposure level would mean 
a significant improvement in air quality. Points below indicate the difference between growth predicted 
at extant pollution exposure and at the NAAQS standard. The trend line for this difference shows that 
the size of this difference has decreased since the 1980s (p < 0.001), possibly as a result of declining 
ozone exposure. 

Difference 
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Table 3 
Maximum likelihood estimates and confidence limits for fixed parameters in the selected linear mixed 
effects model of tree growth. P values were obtained via likelihood ratio tests. Parameter groups are 
likelihood ratio tests on groups of variables representing climate (precipitation and temperature of the 
previous year through winter) and ozone exposure (ozone exposure value in ppm-hours and growing 
season summer maximum temperatures). 
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Figure  A3 
Five year mean temperature and precipitation superimposed over minimum ozone chronology 
of relative growth (Ring Width Index, RWI). Climate data is scaled to mean = 1.0 and SD = 
SDRWI for visualization. The chronology does not reflect all variation in climate, and responses 
may be lagged by one or more years. See Figure 8 for the corresponding annual resolution 
chronology. 

Mean Maximum Temperature (Mar-Sept) 

Cumulative Precipitation (June-Feb) 
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Figure A4 
Diagnostic plots of linear mixed effects residual distributions: fitted versus residual, quantile-quantile, 
and scale-location plots. While variance does directionally increase, this is a characteristic attribute 
of tree growth (i.e. increasing with size) and not a serious violation of model assumptions.  
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Table A1 
Growth response to ozone exposure, climate, and interaction of ozone and water limitation: details of the 
selected linear mixed effects model. Precipitation is cumulative from June through February of the year 
previous to growth; temperature is averaged daily maximums March through September the year 
previous; or, June-September temperatures refer to the growth year. Fixed and random effect information 
in Table 3.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Variance Explained:
Conditional R2 Marginal R2

0.783 0.363

Random effects: Observations:
Variance SD Total ID:Site Site 

ID:Site 0.315 0.561 8426 316 7
Site 0.092 0.303
Residual 0.225 0.474

Intercept Jun-Feb Precip Mar-Sep Temp Ozone Jun-Sep Temp DBH Year Precip * Temp
-0.017 -0.087
-0.017 -0.087
0.014 0.085 0.186

-0.024 0.4 -0.104 -0.037
0.031 0 0 -0.004 0.001
0.021 -0.35 -0.005 0.134 -0.584 -0.002

-0.013 -0.349 -0.182 -0.056 0.178 0 -0.071
-0.029 -0.119 -0.12 -0.534 -0.147 0.001 -0.034 0.132

Precip * Temp
Ozone * Jun-Sep Temp

Correlation of Fixed Effects:

Jun-Feb Precip
Mar-Sep Temp

Ozone exposure
Jun-Sep Temp

DBH
Year
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